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A bstract

Terrestrial organic matter (OMterr) can function as a food source for Arctic marine consumers, 

though the relative contribution of OMterr to the structure and efficiency of marine food webs 

compared to marine production is unclear. Forecasted increases in OMterr inputs to the Arctic 

Beaufort Sea necessitate a better understanding of the proportional contribution of this organic 

matter source to the trophic structure of marine communities. This study investigated the relative 

ecological importance of OMterr across the Beaufort Sea shelf and slope by examining differences 

in community trophic structure concurrent with variation in terrestrial versus marine organic 

matter influence. Hydrogen stable isotope ratios (SD) of surface water, surface sediment 

particulate organic matter (sPOM), and selected benthic consumers were used as an exploratory 

assessment of freshwater and OMterr distribution in the Beaufort Sea. SD values of surface water 

confirmed the widespread influence of Canada’s Mackenzie River plume across the Beaufort 

Sea; however, SD values of terrestrial and marine production were not sufficiently 

distinguishable to differentiate organic matter sources in consumers. Carbon stable isotope ratios 

(S13C values) of pelagic particulate organic matter (pPOM) and marine consumers confirmed a 

significant decrease in OMterr presence and utilization by consumers with increasing distance 

from the Mackenzie River outflow. Food web length, based on the nitrogen stable isotope ratios 

(S15N values) of marine consumers, was longer closer to the Mackenzie River outflow both in 

shelf and slope locations due to relatively higher S15N values of pelagic and benthic primary 

consumers. The absence of macrofaunal consumers at the lowest trophic levels of OMterr- 

influenced food webs was interpreted to result from the prior metabolic turnover of OMterr by the 

microbial loop, which was not sampled in this study. The inferred presence of strong microbial 

processing of OMterr in the eastern regions of the Beaufort Sea resulted in a higher proportion of 

relative epifaunal biomass occupying higher trophic levels, suggesting that OMterr as a basal food 

source can provide substantial energetic support for higher marine trophic levels. These findings 

challenge the current conception of low terrestrial matter contributions to the Arctic marine food 

web, and compel a more specific understanding of energy transfer through the OMterr-associated 

microbial loop.
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Introduction

Coastal erosion and river discharge along the Arctic U.S.-Canada coastline result in the 

deposition of large amounts of terrestrially-derived organic matter (OMterr) into the Beaufort Sea 

of the Arctic Ocean (Macdonald et al. 1998; Rachold et al. 2004; McClelland et al. 2012; Goni et 

al. 2013; McClelland et al. 2014). Compared with marine production, OMterr is refractory, 

nutrient-poor, and reputed to be difficult for marine primary consumers to assimilate directly 

(Cividanes et al. 2002; Dunton et al. 2012). The additional microbial decomposition that is 

needed to transform OMterr into a useable food source for marine consumers (Tenore 1983; 

Parsons et al. 1988; Garneau et al. 2009) has historically been presumed to result in inefficient 

energy transfer from OMterr to higher trophic levels of marine food webs (Schell 1983; Dunton et 

al. 1989; Pomeroy and Deibel 1986; Berglund et al. 2007). Marine environments with tight 

coupling between primary production and benthic consumers are often considered indicative of 

high energy transfer efficiency because of the short trophic pathway from baseline food source to 

consumers (Hobson et al. 1995; Dunton et al. 2005; Carmack and Wassmann 2006; Iken et al. 

2010; Feder et al. 2011; Hansen et al. 2012). Following this reasoning, the longer food webs 

resulting from additional trophic steps involved in microbial metabolism of OMterr could be 

symptomatic of a poor-quality food source and inefficient energy transfer (e.g., Rosenzweig 

1971; Pomeroy and Wiebe 1988; Abrams and Roth 1994).

Nearshore lagoons and river deltas of the Beaufort Sea contain, contrary to previous 

assumptions, surprisingly productive biological communities where OMterr functions as a 

primary food source (Dunton et al. 2012; Ortega-Retuerta et al. 2012; Casper et al. 2014).

Modern food web theory proposes that food web length is not solely indicative of system 

productivity or efficiency, but is a result of many complex and interrelated system attributes, 

such as ecosystem size, resource availability, or vulnerability to disturbance (Post 2002a; Arim et 

al. 2007). Furthermore, terrestrially-associated microbial metabolism is becoming increasingly 

understood as both a highly efficient and quality-enhancing process, functioning as a trophic 

connection between OMterr and marine consumers (Klein Breteler et al. 1999; Lefebure et al. 

2013; Rontani et al. 2014). Thus, past presumptions of OMterr as a poor food source for marine 

consumers based solely on food web length are likely incorrect.
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The goal of this study was to examine the extent to which OMterr influences the offshore Arctic 

marine food webs of the Beaufort Sea, from shelf to basin. In addition to the large vector that 

coastal erosion provides for OMterr into the Alaskan Beaufort (Goni et al. 2013), Canada’s 

Mackenzie River in the eastern Beaufort Sea delivers more terrestrially-derived particulate 

organic carbon (POC) to the Arctic Ocean (1.8 x 1012 g POC yr-1; Telang et al. 1991) than all 

other Arctic rivers combined (Rachold et al. 2004). Increasing presence and biological utilization 

of OMterr with proximity to the Mackenzie Delta has been inferred from stable isotope values of 

food sources and biota on the Beaufort shelf westward of the river (Dunton et al. 1989; Saupe et 

al. 1989; Schell et al. 1998; Goni et al. 2000; Naidu et al. 2000). Though this east-to-west, along- 

shelf gradient of OMterr influence from the Mackenzie River affects trophic structure in the 

nearshore Beaufort Sea (Dunton et al. 2006, 2012), it is unknown to what extent it is reflected in 

the benthic marine food webs farther offshore on the shelf and on the slope into the Arctic basin. 

The potential of terrigenous carbon to influence food webs on the outer Beaufort shelf and slope 

is high: satellite images have captured the sediment plume exiting the Mackenzie River 

extending more than 400 km off-shelf (Macdonald et al. 1999) and high fluxes of terrestrially- 

derived carbon have been recorded in the water column over the 500-m isobath of the slope 

(Forest et al. 2007). In addition, sinking time and microbial processes associated with water 

depth affect the degree to which organic material undergoes bacterial degradation and 

remineralization (Macko and Estep 1984; Wassmann 1998; Robinson et al. 2012). Therefore, 

deep-sea benthic food webs can be primarily dependent on highly-recycled organic matter 

deposited on the abyssal floor (Iken et al. 2001, 2005). Hence, regardless of the initial origins of 

the organic matter supporting food webs along a depth gradient, increasing bottom depth is likely 

to indirectly impact trophic structure.

Tracking of organic matter provenance and energy flow in aquatic food webs is commonly 

accomplished using the well-vetted technique of stable isotope analysis (Michener and Lajtha 

2007). Carbon derived from terrestrial plant production at high latitudes is isotopically lighter 

(Wooller et al. 2007) than carbon formed from marine primary production (Naidu et al. 1993, 

and references therein), so that the carbon stable isotope ratio (S13C) of an organic matter sample 

can indicate the relative endmember source composition of that sample. While OMterr often 

represents a complex mixture of sources, such as freshwater aquatic production, modern 

terrestrial plant production, and ancient eroded peat (Goni et al. 2005), the S13C value of OMterr
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remains distinctly lower than marine production regardless of its specific composition. Nitrogen 

stable isotope ratios (S15N values) show a stepwise enrichment of the heavier isotope (15N) 

between food source and consumer due to trophic fractionation (Vander Zanden and Rasmussen 

2001; Post 2002b), allowing for the creation of food webs based on the S15N values of consumers 

relative to their baseline food source. In addition to measuring the S13C and S15N values of 

organic matter, oxygen and hydrogen stable isotope ratios (S18O and SD values) of surface waters 

can be used to trace the mixing of a freshwater source into the marine system, thereby providing 

an additional proxy of a potential pathway of OMterr contained in this freshwater into the Arctic 

Ocean. S18O and SD values of precipitation vary predictably in relation to each other along the 

global meteoric water line (GMWL) (Craig 1961), imparting specific isotopic values to high 

latitude, river-derived freshwater. This enables the use of these isotopes to distinguish whether 

freshwater mixing into an Arctic marine system originated from a river or from surface sea ice- 

melt (Krouse and Mackay 1971; Cooper et al. 2005; Lansard et al. 2012). In my study, I used 

these isotopes to track freshwater from the Mackenzie River plume in the surface waters over the 

Beaufort Sea shelf and slope.

A recent surge in the use of SD values of organic matter to trace terrestrially-derived versus 

marine-derived production in aquatic systems (Doucett et al. 2007; Finlay et al. 2010; Soto et al.

2013) motivated the inclusion of organic matter SD ratios in this study to complement the 

classical S13C value analyses. Deuterium presents a potentially valuable tool for differentiating 

between terrestrial and marine organic matter sources, as deuterium isotope discrimination 

between water and organic matter during photosynthesis is much greater in phytoplankton than 

in terrestrial plants (Hondula et al. 2014; Yang et al. 2014). The isotopic separation between 

terrestrial and marine production SD values is in some cases far greater than in corresponding 

S13C values, allowing for higher resolution between the two endmembers (e.g., Doucett et al. 

2007). However, to define the influence of terrestrial versus marine production on marine 

consumers and food web structure in the Beaufort Sea, the endmember values of these organic 

matter sources have to be directly measured, which so far has proven technically difficult in this 

region. Therefore, an exploratory SD assessment of organic matter and animal tissue was 

attempted in this study.

Food webs can track change in Arctic marine ecosystems because trophic structure is directly 

affected both by variation in the quality and quantity of primary production entering the base of
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the food web (S0reide et al. 2006; Bluhm and Gradinger 2008) as well as by water mass 

characteristics (Iken et al. 2010) that may be subject to change. The Arctic is projected to be 

strongly affected by climate change (ACIA 2004; Trenberth et al. 2007; Walsh 2008), and 

predicted changes on the Beaufort Sea shelf include a decrease in seasonal ice-cover (Frey et al.

2014) and an increase in coastal erosion and terrigenous carbon inputs (Lantuit et al. 2012; 

Holmes et al. 2013). Through food web connections, such changes have high potential to impact 

fish populations and mammal species critical to the numerous subsistence communities along 

Alaska and Canada’s northern coasts (Ford and Smit 2004; Lowry et al. 2004; Crawford et al. 

2012). Elucidating the relative importance of terrestrial- and marine-derived organic matter 

inputs to the marine food webs of the Beaufort shelf and slope will greatly enhance our ability to 

forecast some effects of climate change across the Arctic ecosystem.

The objectives of this study were, therefore, to 1) use carbon and hydrogen stable isotopes to 

identify the relative distribution and biological assimilation of terrestrially-derived organic 

matter in invertebrate and fish consumers across the Beaufort Sea shelf and slope, and 2) use 

carbon and nitrogen stable isotopes to analyze variations in the trophic organization of 

consumers among regions of the Beaufort shelf and slope.
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Methods

Study area

The Beaufort Sea is a seasonally ice-covered and hydrodynamically complex Arctic system, with 

highest riverine inputs into the shallow shelf waters in the east (Macdonald et al. 1998; Carmack 

and Wassmann 2006), the strongest influence of productive Chukchi Sea waters to the west 

(Okkonen et al. 2009), and warmer, deeper basin water derived from the Atlantic Ocean 

occasionally upwelled along the steep slope (Tremblay et al. 2011). The Beaufort shelf is only 

80-100 m deep at its abrupt shelf-break 80 to 120 km offshore, after which the slope can dive to 

1000 m over a horizontal distance of only a few kilometers (Munchow and Carmack 1997; 

Kulikov et al. 1998; Pickart 2004). Over this bathymetric relief, the following interacting water 

masses layer vertically (Lansard et al. 2012): freshwater from rivers and sea ice-melt forms a thin 

surface lens (0-10 m) over the Pacific-derived polar mixed layer (Macdonald et al. 1989), which 

can be separated by a pycnocline at around 120 m water depth from the cold and highly nutrient- 

rich upper halocline layer (Shimada et al. 2005). At around 200 m, there is a transition to warmer 

and more saline Atlantic-derived water, which gradually transitions into the cold Canada Basin 

deep water below approximately 800 m depth (Lansard et al. 2012). Each water mass is distinct 

in temperature, salinity, nutrient concentration, and organic matter composition (Macdonald et 

al. 1989). Such differences have been linked to variation in food web structure in nearby 

systems, for example, on the shallow Beaufort Sea nearshore (Dunton et al. 1989, 2006, 2012), 

on the Chukchi Sea shelf (Iken et al. 2010), and in the deep Arctic Canada Basin (Iken et al. 

2005). Upwelling events related to easterly winds advect nutrients and recycled marine 

production upwards to the consumers living on the Beaufort shelf (Pickart et al. 2013), while 

resuspension processes and aggregation mechanisms of biogenic matter can result in a large 

vertical flux of organic matter from the Beaufort shelf down the slope (Hwang et al. 2010; Forest 

et al. 2013).

In addition to this vertical structure, high freshwater outflow from Canada’s Mackenzie River 

between May and September brings suspended inorganic sediment (127 Tg yr-1) and OMterr (3.4 

Tg total C yr-1) into the oceanic water masses of the eastern Beaufort Sea (Macdonald et al.

1998). OMterr inputs from the Mackenzie River dwarf contributions of OMterr into the Beaufort 

from other vectors, such as coastal erosion (~0.5 Tg C yr-1; Rachold et al. 2000; Ping et al. 2011) 

and the next three largest rivers in the Beaufort region: the Colville, Kuparuk, and Sagavanirktok
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rivers (~0.3 Tg C yr-1; McClelland et al. 2014). As such, the Beaufort Sea is characterized by a 

distinct gradient of increasingly diluted freshwater and OMterr with horizontal distance from the 

Mackenzie Delta and with increasing depth across the shelf and slope (Macdonald et al. 1995; 

Carmack and Macdonald 2002; Macdonald et al. 2002; Connelly et al. 2012; Brown et al. 2014).

Sampling and at-sea processing

Water, particulate organic matter (POM), invertebrate and fish samples were collected in 2012 

and 2013 in the Beaufort Sea aboard the R/V Norseman II, under the Bureau of Ocean Energy 

Management (BOEM) Cooperative Agreement No. M12AC00011, “U.S.-Canada Transboundary 

Fish and Lower Trophic Communities”, U.S. Department of the Interior, BOEM, Alaska Outer 

Continental Shelf Region, Anchorage, Alaska, as part of the BOEM Environmental Studies 

Program. The primary target regions were the central Beaufort Sea in 2012 and the eastern 

Beaufort Sea in 2013. From 21-30 September 2012, 19 stations along three shelf to slope 

transects were sampled between 150 °W and 151 °W, near the outflow of the Colville River, 

Alaska (Fig. 1). The 2013 field effort sampled from 13-31 August, during which 47 stations were 

sampled along six shelf-slope transects between 133 °W and 143 °W, spanning a shelf and slope 

area from the western Mackenzie shelf and trough in Canada to Camden Bay, Alaska (Fig. 1).

All transects ran perpendicular to shore and contained between four to nine sampling stations 

with target bottom depths of 20, 37, 50, 100, 200, 350, 500, 750 and 1000 m (Table 1). To best 

characterize the terrestrial matter distribution and trophic structure in the central and eastern 

Beaufort Sea, transects were grouped into regions based on assumed relative OMterr influence 

(Dunton et al. 2012) (from east to west): Inner Mackenzie Plume (IMP), Outer Mackenzie Plume 

(OMP), Camden Bay (CB), and Colville Plume (CP) (Fig. 1). The 20, 37, 50, and 100 m depth 

stations were considered to represent the Beaufort ‘shelf’, while deeper stations were considered 

to represent the ‘slope’.

To characterize the large-scale water mass structure at the time of sampling, vertical casts of a 

SeaBird SBE55 CTD rosette were made to the maximum depth rating of the CTD at each station 

(500 m in 2012, 600 m in 2013), measuring the potential temperature (°C) and salinity of the 

water column binned for each meter. These data were later used to plot water mass structure in 

each region using Ocean Data View (ODV) v.4.5.3 (Schlitzer 2011). To trace the prevalence of 

Mackenzie River-derived freshwater across the study area during the time of sampling, water 

samples were collected at each station (2013 only) for oxygen and hydrogen stable isotope
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150°W 140°W

Figure 1. Map of stations sampled in the Beaufort Sea. Colville Plume (CP, ♦ )  region stations 
were sampled in Sept 2012, while stations in Camden Bay (CB, ), Outer Mackenzie Plume 
(OMP, O), and Inner Mackenzie Plume (IMP, ) regions were sampled in Aug 2013. Dotted line 
indicates Beaufort shelf break at approximately 100 m depth. Ice POM samples were collected 
from sea ice near Barrow, AK, off map to the west.
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Table 1. Station locations and types of isotope samples collected for this study. The majority of 
samples were collected during the 2012 (Colville Plume [CP] region) and 2013 (Camden Bay 
[CB], Outer Mackenzie Plume [OMP], and Inner Mackenzie Plume [IMP] regions) field seasons 
for the BOEM-funded U.S.-Canada Transboundary Project. Stations associated with this project 
were arranged in transects perpendicular to shore, and have been listed as such here, though 
transects were pooled for analysis. Additional sPOM samples were collected during the 2013 
Canada BREA program (indicated with *), and ice POM samples were collected from sea ice 
cores outside of Barrow in 2014. Depths listed were target depths, actual sampling depth for 
bottom trawls was 8.7% less than target depth on average.

Station inform ation

Year Region T ransect Depth
(m)

Latitude
°N

Longitude
°W

Date
sampled Water pPOM sPOM Ice

POM Fauna

2012 CP B2 20 71.0732 -151.1000 28-Sep x x
50 71.1708 -151.1000 28-Sep x x x
100 71.3261 -151.1000 28-Sep x x
200 71.3502 -151.1000 28-Sep x x
350 71.4167 -151.1000 27-Sep x x
500 71.4297 -151.1000 26-Sep x x
1000 71.4574 -151.1000 26-Sep x x

BX 200 71.2888 -150.6500 29-Sep x x
350 71.3044 -150.6500 29-Sep x x
500 71.3232 -150.6500 29-Sep x x
1000 71.3737 -150.6500 30-Sep x x

B1 20 70.7424 -150.1000 21-Sep x x x
50 71.0282 -150.1000 21-Sep x x x
100 71.2167 -150.1000 22-Sep x x
200 71.2301 -150.1000 22-Sep x x x
350 71.2442 -150.1000 23-Sep x x
500 71.2526 -150.1000 24-Sep x x x
1000 71.3058 -150.1000 25-Sep x x x

2013 CB A6 20 70.4259 -146.1083 13-Aug x x x x
37 70.5500 -146.1006 13-Aug x x x x
50 70.6755 -146.0956 13-Aug x x x x
100 70.8170 -146.0614 14-Aug x x x x
200 70.8902 -146.0812 14-Aug x x x x
350 70.9297 -146.0694 15-Aug x x x
500 70.9704 -146.1313 15-Aug x x x
750 70.9717 -146.0272 16-Aug x x x
1000 71.0179 -146.1322 17-Aug x x x

OM P A2 10 69.9246 -142.2309 20-Aug x x x

40 70.1218 -142.2571 20-Aug x x x

100 70.4857 -141.9412 19-Aug x

200 70.4998 -141.9109 19-Aug x x x

500 70.5617 -141.9846 19-Aug x x

750 70.6213 -141.9464 18-Aug x x

1000 70.6314 -142.0687 18-Aug x x

Isotope sam ples collected
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Table 1 continued.

Year Region

Station inform ation
„ , Depth Latitude Transect r(m) °N

Longitude
°W

Date
sampled Water

Isotope sam ples collected  

pPOM sPOM POM Fauna

2013 OM P A1 20 69.7200 -141.1412 20-Aug x x x x
cont.

50 70.0398 -141.0787 20-Aug x x x x

100 70.3379 -141.1176 22-Aug x x x x

200 70.3690 -141.1852 22-Aug x

350 70.4076 -141.0504 22-Aug x x x

350 70.4112 -141.0610 5-Sep x x

500 70.4707 -141.0151 22-Aug x x x

750 70.5321 -141.0347 23-Aug x x x

750 70.5382 -141.0275 6-Sep x x

1000 70.6027 -141.0407 23-Aug x x x
TBS 50 70.1562 -140.3967 26-Aug x x x x

100 70.2414 -140.2628 25-Aug x x x x

200 70.2685 -140.2974 25-Aug x x x x

350 70.3449 -140.3903 25-Aug x x x

500 70.4151 -140.3560 24-Aug x x x

750 70.5632 -140.4501 24-Aug x x x

1000 70.5983 -140.3735 24-Aug x x x
IM P MAC 50 69.4646 -137.6565 27-Aug x x x x

100 69.6281 -137.9703 27-Aug x x x x

200 69.8306 -138.4046 26-Aug x x x x

500 70.2976 -139.2596 31 -Aug x x x

750 70.4403 -139.5208 31 -Aug x

1000 70.5920 -139.7815 30-Aug x x x
GRY 20 69.7014 -136.6746 27-Aug x x x x

50 69.8775 -137.2199 27-Aug x x x x

100 70.0920 -137.7705 28-Aug x x x

200 70.1427 -137.9840 28-Aug x x x x

350 70.2532 -138.3628 28-Aug x x x

350 70.2594 -138.3823 29-Aug x x

500 70.2983 -138.4929 29-Aug x x x

750 70.4404 -138.9493 29-Aug x x x

750 70.4409 -138.9866 30-Aug x x

1000 70.5241 -139.2267 30-Aug x x x

- 1200 70.5980 -138.3180 9-Sep x

2014 - sea ice 71.3815 -156.5243 8-Apr x
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analysis. Water was collected from the surface and 10 m depth by Niskin bottles attached to the 

CTD, or surface water was collected with a clean bucket. Each water sample was pipetted into a 

2 mL glass vial (Agilent Technologies) with no headspace and crimped closed. These airtight 

water samples were stored at room temperature until analysis.

At each station in 2012 and 2013, POM was collected from the water column (sub-surface 

chlorophyll a maximum layer, or 20-30 m depth) and from surface sediments (where accessible) 

to provide baseline values for these potential food resources (e.g., Hobson and Welch 1992; Iken 

et al. 2005; Dunton et al. 2012). Water samples for pelagic POM (pPOM; n = 3 per station) were 

collected from Niskin bottles attached to the CTD rosette. Approximately 1 L water for each 

pPOM replicate was filtered onto a pre-combusted Whatman GF/F filter and frozen at -20 °C 

until processing for S13C and S15N value analysis. A single sample of surface sediment POM 

(sPOM) was taken from the upper 1 cm of a box core (2012) or van Veen grab (2013) at each 

station where available, placed into a sterile whirl-pak bag and kept frozen until processing for 

SD, S13C and S15N value analysis. Additional sediment samples taken from a box core at select 

2013 slope stations (n = 5) were provided by the Canadian Beaufort Regional Environmental 

Assessment (BREA) initiative, as the U.S.-Canada Transboundary cruise was unable to sample 

surface sediments deeper than 200 m bottom depth in 2013. Sediments from deep stations 

sampled by BREA were collected within three weeks of the same or nearby stations sampled by 

the Transboundary project (Table 1).

To investigate marine food web structure across the Beaufort Sea, representative fauna at each 

station were collected for isotope analysis. Dominant meso-zooplanktonic taxa (Copepoda, 

Amphipoda, Chaetognatha; n = 3 replicate samples per taxon) were collected whole at each 

station from 150 p,m mesh multinet and 505 p,m mesh bongo net deployments. Replicate (n = 3) 

samples of major benthic invertebrate taxa were collected from van Veen grabs, box cores, beam 

trawls (4 mm mesh), and otter trawls (19 mm mesh). Collections from trawls also included 

demersal fish species. Trawls were deployed along the target depth contour within 3.5 km of 

vertical gear deployed at each shelf station and within 9 km of vertical gear deployed at each 

slope station. Tissue for isotope analysis was preferentially collected as muscle, but where 

muscle was inaccessible or insufficient, tissue was also derived from tube feet (Asteroidea), oral 

discs (Ophiuroidea), body wall (Polychaeta, Echiura, Actinaria), or whole individuals 

(Amphipoda). When possible, the guts of the whole animals were removed, and all tissues were
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rinsed with filtered seawater. For smaller pelagic and benthic species, several individuals from 

the same station were pooled to provide sufficient mass for analysis. Invertebrate tissue samples 

were frozen onboard at -20 °C and then dried at 60 °C for 24 h. Vouchers of invertebrate taxa of 

uncertain identification were sent to taxonomic experts for species verification. Fish from beam 

trawl and bottom trawl catches were identified and frozen on board and muscle tissue from 

dominant species sampled later (n = 3 replicates per station) for isotope analysis. All taxon 

names were standardized to the World Register of Marine Species (www.marinespecies.org).

Biomass data for epibenthic invertebrate consumers included in the food web analysis were 

collected concurrently at each station to quantitatively assess biomass distribution within trophic 

levels across study regions and depth groups (shelf or slope environments). Invertebrate taxa 

were quantitatively collected from beam trawl catches, identified on board, and wet weight for 

each taxon was determined using digital hanging scales. Biomass estimates were calculated from 

area trawled (= net swath x haul distance) and normalized to 1000 m-2. Beam trawl catches in 

2012 (CP region) were deemed non-quantitative and, hence, could not be used for this purpose. 

Instead, average epibenthic biomass on the CP shelf and upper slope was calculated using data 

from the 2011 BOEM-funded BeauFish survey, which employed the same trawl type at sites 

near the 2012 stations, though only to a maximum bottom depth of 200 m (Ravelo et al. in 

review).

Sea ice algae can be an important food source in Arctic systems (McMahon et al. 2006; Roy et 

al. in review); however, the sampling cruises for this study occurred during the ice-free summer 

period. To include an endmember reference value in the trophic mixing models for sea ice algae, 

ice POM (iPOM) was collected off the northwest coast of Barrow, AK at 71.3815 °N, 156.5243 

°W on 8 April 2014 to analyze for S13C and S15N values. Fist-sized pieces of ice (n = 2) were 

taken from the bottom of ice cores, placed in ziploc bags and frozen in the field.

Lab processing and stable isotope analysis

At the University of Alaska Fairbanks (UAF), pPOM filters were dried for 24 h at 60 °C, fumed 

with HCl vapors for 24 h to remove carbonate, and dried again at 60 °C. sPOM samples were 

thawed, and 1 mL of each sample was repeatedly treated with approximately 6 mL of 1 N HCl 

until all bubbling ceased to ensure removal of all carbonates (Iken et al. 2010; Goni et al. 2013). 

Sediment samples were then rinsed with deionized water until pH stabilized, and then freeze-
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dried. Ice pieces for ice-associated production were thawed and centrifuged to concentrate iPOM 

(n = 3 replicates per ice piece), freeze dried, and the remaining organic material was analyzed for 

S13C and S15N values. Organism tissue samples that contained carbonate were treated with 1 N 

HCl, and then dried for 24 h at 60 °C. Because lipids can be depleted in 13C relative to muscle 

tissue and significantly confound stable carbon isotope interpretation in animals with large lipid 

stores (Logan et al. 2008; Mintenbeck et al. 2008), all tissue samples were repeatedly treated 

with 2:1 chloroform:methanol to remove lipids. Samples were then re-dried for 24 h at 60 °C.

Stable isotope data for all samples were obtained using continuous-flow isotope ratio mass 

spectrometry (CFIRMS) at the Alaska Stable Isotope Facility (ASIF) at UAF. Water samples 

from 2013 were measured for S180  and SD values. sPOM samples and a selection of the most 

common benthic invertebrate taxa (n = 4 taxa; Colus sabini, Cryptonatica affinis, Ophiocten 

sericeum, Polynoidae) encountered across the study area and shelf/slope habitat were analyzed 

for SD values. All pPOM, sPOM, and iPOM samples were measured for S13C and S15N values. 

Approximately 0.3 mg dry weight of each homogenized faunal tissue sample was analyzed for 

S13C and S15N values. SD and 5180  values were measured using a pyrolysis-elemental analyzer 

(ThermoScientific high temperature elemental analyzer - TC/EA) attached via a Conflo IV to an 

isotope ratio mass spectrometer (IRMS; ThermoFinnigan DeltaVplus). S13C and S15N values were 

measured using a Costech ESC 4010 elemental analyzer interfaced via a Conflo IV with an 

IRMS (Thermo Finnigan Delta Vplus). Results are expressed as conventional 8 notation in parts 

per thousand (%o) according to the following equation:

( 1 )  8  (% o) =  ([Rsample/Rstandard] - 1 )  * 1 0 0 0

where R is the determined ratio of //(‘Element)///(JElement), abbreviated as 180 : 160 , 2H:'H, 

13C:12C , or 15N :14N. Standards were Vienna Standard Mean Ocean Water (VSMOW) for 8D and 

S180  values, Vienna Pee Dee Belemnite (VPDB) for S13C values, and atmospheric N2 for S15N 

values. Instrument precision at ASIF was < 3 .0 % o  for SD values, < 0 .5 % o  for S180  values, and < 

0 .2 % o  for both S13C and S15N values.

Data analysis: SD values

Mackenzie River-derived freshwater has largely been characterized by its S180  value (Krouse 

and Mackay 1971; Macdonald et al. 1989; Cooper et al. 2005, 2008; Lansard et al. 2012), but 

oxygen and hydrogen stable isotopes are known to fractionate synchronously in meteoric water
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(Craig 1961). As SD values are a better tracer of organic matter provenance than S18O values 

(Soto et al. 2013), SD isotopic ranges of water, POM and lower trophic level consumer tissue 

were of greater interest than S18O for this study. To determine if S18O and SD values of water 

samples taken in the Beaufort Sea could be used interchangeably as water mass tracers, the 

relationship between the two stable isotope ratios was compared to that of the Global Meteoric 

Water Line (GMWL), which describes the predictable association between the S18O and SD 

values of precipitation worldwide (Craig 1961). The interdependence of water sample S18O and 

SD values was tested using a Spearman’s rank correlation. Then, the 95% confidence interval of 

the slope of a linear regression between the two stable isotope ratios was compared to the slope 

of the GMWL to confirm that they overlapped. Based on the GMWL equation (Craig 1961), the 

Mackenzie River water SD value was -143.6%o (Cooper et al. 2008). Assuming near-surface 

(<20 m) Beaufort Sea water is a mixture of sea ice melt and the polar mixed layer (Lansard et al.

2012), the ocean-water SD value was specified as approximately -10% (Macdonald et al. 1995). 

Trends in surface and 10 m depth water SD values across the study area were visualized in ODV 

v.4.5.3 (Schlitzer 2011). For additional verification that water sample SD values were related to 

freshwater influence, the correlation between water sample salinity and SD values at surface and 

10 m depth was tested using Spearman’s rank correlation. Predictive relationships between water 

SD values and longitude or log-transformed station bottom depth were tested using regression 

analyses (a = 0.05).

Published data that could be used to define SD values of terrestrial and marine organic matter 

endmembers relevant to this study area are very sparse. The mean hydrogen isotope 

discrimination (AD) between phytoplankton and the water they grow in is around -173% ± 26%  

(Hondula et al. 2014), though this estimate only considers freshwater phytoplankton from rivers 

and lakes. Assuming that marine primary production in Arctic Ocean takes place in water with 

an approximate SD value of -10% (Macdonald et al. 1995), the marine organic matter 

endmember could then be -183% ± 26%. In contrast, mean AD between terrestrial plants and 

groundwater is around -85% ± 19% (or -82% ± 10% for Sphagnum spp., a major component of 

Arctic peat (Gajewski et al. 2001)). SD values of precipitation in the Arctic and subarctic vary 

widely throughout the year (Global Network for Isotopes in Precipitation database, 

http://isohis.iaea.org, 2014), so an approximation of the SD value of groundwater available to 

terrestrial plants, the origin of OMterr released into the Beaufort Sea, likely is the composite SD
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value of freshwater from major Arctic rivers of this region. Assuming the Mackenzie River is the 

dominant vector of OMterr to the Beaufort, this river’s freshwater SD value of -143.6% (Cooper 

et al. 2008) could result in an average terrestrial production endmember SD value of -229% ± 

19%. However, the latitudinal extent of the Mackenzie River drainage basin collects meteoric 

water with higher composite SD values than smaller, higher-latitude Arctic rivers (Hitchon and 

Krouse 1972; Cooper et al. 2005), so OMterr carried into the Beaufort Sea via smaller rivers or 

coastal erosion could therefore be expected to have even lower SD values than Mackenzie- 

derived OMterr. Thus, given the potentially high variability in the SD value of OMterr entering the 

Beaufort Sea, SD values of sPOM and benthic consumer tissue were considered and interpreted 

conservatively.

The depth distribution and relative assimilation of OMterr was investigated across the study area 

by assessing the relationships between bottom depth and sPOM SD values and between bottom 

depth and benthic consumer SD values by region using regression analysis. Benthic consumer 

taxa were chosen for SD value analysis based on their presence across longitudinal regions and 

shelf or slope depth groups. Regression analysis was used to test the predictive relationship 

between surface water SD values and sPOM SD values, as well as sPOM SD values and benthic 

consumer SD values at each station by region.

Data analysis: S13C and S15N  values

The terrestrial versus marine composition of pPOM and sPOM samples was determined by 

comparing their S13C and S15N values to relatively well-established carbon and nitrogen isotope 

means of POM endmembers from possible origins: terrestrial POM (S13C = -28.8% ± 3.2%,

S15N = 0.8%  ± 1.0% (Schell et al. 1984; Goni et al. 2000; Dunton et al. 2006)), marine 

phytoplankton POM (S13C = -24.0% ± 0.4%, S15N = 7.7%  ± 0.3%, (McTigue and Dunton

2013)), and ice POM (S13C = -21.6%% ± 0.5%%, S15N = 8.1%% ± 4.2%%, this study). The three 

organic matter sources listed above were used in mixing models using Stable Isotope Analysis in 

R (SIAR) v.4 (Parnell et al. 2010) to assess their contributions to pPOM and sPOM samples in 

this study. Terrestrial POM, as mentioned above, reflects a mixture of Mackenzie River POM 

composed of freshwater aquatic producers and ancient and modern terrestrial plant production 

from across the Mackenzie River watershed (Goni et al. 2005), as well as terrestrial peat and 

tundra plants in the coastal Alaskan Beaufort, which constitute a large part of erosional small 

river inputs (Schell et al. 1984; Dunton et al. 2012). While both the Mackenzie River and coastal
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erosion are distinct vectors for OMterr usable by marine consumers to enter the Beaufort Sea 

(Dunton et al. 2006; Casper et al. 2014), sufficient isotopic resolution to differentiate these two 

sources of OMterr was not possible in this study. Mixing model calculations assumed no 

enrichment of pPOM or sPOM isotope values from source endmember values. pPOM and sPOM 

S13C and S15N values were analyzed for significant differences among longitudinal regions and 

between shelf or slope depth groups using two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA, a  = 0.05), 

followed by Tukey’s post-hoc tests for differences among groups (R 3.0.3; R Development Core 

Team 2014).

Given the large increase in Arctic ice algal S13C values over the growth season at biomass-rich 

locations from approximately -25% in early spring to -14% at peak algal production (Tremblay 

et al. 2006; Gradinger 2009; Gradinger et al. 2009), the temporally-limited endmember isotope 

ratio used for iPOM in this study may not fully represent the S13C range of ice algae present in 

pPOM and sPOM samples. Unfortunately, published estimates of ice algal S13C values specific 

to the Beaufort shelf and slope region are sparse (i.e., limited to the far western Beaufort; 

Gradinger 2009). Thus, it was assumed that the S13C values of the iPOM sampled for this study 

in April represented the early growth season and thus lower end of possible iPOM S13C values. 

As a purely exploratory measure, mixing model analysis was also performed using a hypothetical 

iPOM endmember S13C value of -15.5% ± 0.8%  (Gradinger et al. 2009), as a means of 

theorizing how higher ice algal S13C values would alter the relative contributions of organic 

matter sources to pPOM and sPOM samples.

To investigate how station bottom depth affected pPOM and sPOM composition, the depth- 

averaged total organic carbon to total nitrogen (C:N) ratios, and S13C and S15N values of pPOM 

and sPOM samples were correlated with station bottom depth within regions. Along with S13C 

and S15N values, C:N ratios can be an effective proxy for the terrestrial versus marine origins of 

organic matter, as the atomic C:N ratios of terrestrial plants are typically > 15, whereas 

phytoplankton atomic C:N ratios range between 4 and 10 (Meyers 1997; Macdonald et al. 2004). 

Although S15N and C:N ratios of organic matter are much more susceptible to alteration during 

biogeochemical processing than S13C values (Thorton and McManus 1994), the simultaneous 

application of all three organic tracers can provide the strongest indication of the source and 

alteration history of POM samples.
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To confirm that certain species could be grouped at a higher taxonomic level to maximize spatial 

coverage for comparative purposes (not all taxa occurred at all stations or at the same species 

level), taxonomic surrogacy was tested between select species at stations where these species co

occurred using Student’s t-tests (a = 0.05). If two species’ isotope values were statistically 

identical when compared at the same station, these species were considered isotopically 

equivalent and grouped at their lowest shared taxonomic level. Grouping typically occurred at 

the shared genus level, though in the most extreme instance grouping was necessary at the shared 

class level (Pycnogonida). Though aggregation of taxonomic units can affect estimated food web 

length (Hall and Raffaelli 1991), applying consistent taxonomic levels to make relative 

comparisons of food web lengths only within this study area is useful.

To discern regional differences in carbon source utilization, S13C values of consumers were 

grouped by feeding guild and analyzed for significant differences between fixed factors region 

and depth group (shelf or slope) using a two-way ANOVA (a = 0.05), and then tested for 

differences between factor groups using Tukey’s post-hoc tests. Taxa were assigned to one of six 

feeding guilds: pelagic filter feeders (pFilt, n = 3 taxa), pelagic predators (pPred, n = 2), benthic 

sub-surface deposit feeders (SSDF, n = 3), benthic surface deposit feeders (SDF, n = 9), benthic 

suspension feeders (Sus, n = 6), and benthic predators or scavengers (Pred, n = 26) based on 

literature listed in Table 2. The impact of depth on trophic enrichment of S15N (Mintenbeck et al. 

2007) in benthic consumers was tested with regression analysis of the relationship between 

benthic consumer S15N value and bottom depth. The majority of taxa did not occur across all 

depths; thus, only some of the most widespread benthic consumers (Colus sabini, Crossaster 

papposus, Ophiocten sericeum, Polynoidae) were chosen for this regression analysis.

Food web length was determined by assuming an average 3.4% increase in S15N values per 

trophic level (TL) (Vander Zanden and Rasmussen 2001; Post 2002b). Trophic levels in the 

overall food web are classified as discrete steps, such as TL 1, TL 2, TL 3, etc. In contrast, the 

individual trophic position (TP) of each consumer is a continuous variable calculated based on its 

isotopic distance to a chosen base reference. Particulate organic matter from the subsurface 

chlorophyll maximum layer or upper 50 m of the water column (pPOM) has been frequently 

used as a trophic baseline in the analysis of Arctic marine food webs (Hobson et al. 2002;

S0reide et al. 2006; Iken et al. 2010). Average pPOM S15N values from shelf and slope depth
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groups by region were used as the base of each food web (pPOM = TL 1) so that the trophic 

position of each taxon was calculated from the following equation:

(2) TPconsumer = ([S15Nconsumer — S15NpPOM]/3.4) + 1

Recent studies have indicated that a depth-stratified approach to defining a baseline is critical 

when comparing benthic food webs over considerable water depths (Bergmann et al. 2009; Roy 

et al. in review). Particularly given the steep bathymetry of the Beaufort slope and the complex 

hydrodynamic processes of the region (Jakobsson et al. 2004; Pickart 2004; Macdonald and Yu 

2006; Hwang et al. 2008), near-surface pPOM does not sink entirely vertically and unprocessed 

through the water column (Forest et al. 2013) to represent organic matter reaching benthic 

consumers at corresponding deep slope stations. The limited number and lack of replicate sPOM 

samples prevented their use as a reliable, depth-standardized trophic baseline. Instead, the 

surface deposit-feeding brittle star Ophiocten sericeum was chosen as a primary consumer (PC) 

baseline. Ideally, use of a PC baseline (e.g., Iken et al. 2010; Roy et al. in review) provides a 

long-term integration of utilized food sources at the benthos (Vander Zanden and Rasmussen

1999). Due to its facultative feeding style, which allows Ophiocten to feed on freshly sedimented 

organic matter at the benthos when available (Piepenburg 2000), the isotopic values of this brittle 

star were deemed to be representative of the organic matter sources utilized at any given 

location. Therefore, as a second approach to food web modeling, Ophiocten sericeum was used 

as a primary consumer common across all stations to calculate trophic positions from the 

following equation:

(3) TPconsumer = ([S15Nconsumer — S15N o. sericeum]/3.4) + 2

The distribution of benthic biomass across trophic levels is a better indicator of the actual 

energetic structure of food webs than simply looking at the distribution of taxa across trophic 

levels. Available epibenthic biomass data (Ravelo et al. in review, for 2012 CP region; Iken and 

Bluhm unpublished data, for 2013 regions) were used to examine quantitative properties of 

benthic food web structure to infer on the quality of OMterr as a food source to marine 

communities on the Beaufort shelf and slope. Relative consumer biomass represented within 

each trophic level was derived from community biomass estimates from trawl catches and 

compared among food webs by region and shelf or slope depth group. Taxon TP was rounded to 

the next lowest or highest food web TL, for example such that food web TL 3 category included 

consumers with TP 2.5 to 3.4, and TL 1 contained all TP < 1.4. Biomass data were not available
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for all taxa included in the food web analysis, e.g., for infaunal taxa and zooplankton. Thus, only 

37 of the 49 taxa included in the full isotopic analysis could be used for this quantitative trophic 

level biomass comparison. The percentage of total epifaunal biomass represented by the 

biomass-based TL comparison was noted as a way of indicating the quantity of the missing 

biomass not analyzed for TP. To ensure that this subset of taxa represented an equivalent trophic 

structure to the full set of taxa used in the food web analyses, histograms of number of taxa 

binned by TL were also compared between the full taxon set and the subset, and were found to 

be comparable (Appendix A).
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Results

Large-scale water mass structure

Temperature and salinity profiles averaged across transects within regions (Fig. 2) indicated 

largely similar vertical water mass structure across the study area. A relatively warm (> 2 °C) 

and fresh (salinity < 28) surface layer overlaid the very cold (-2 °C) and slightly more saline (28

34) polar mixed/upper halocline layers (see study area description). Off-shelf, at 150 to 200 m 

water column depth, a distinct thermocline transitioned to warmer (> 0 °C) Atlantic water. The 

OMP region was distinct in that its nearshore surface waters were colder and more saline than 

were observed in other regions, while the CP region was distinguished from more eastern regions 

by relatively colder and more saline surface waters and a shallower Atlantic layer.

The SD and S18O values of surface and 10 m depth water in the eastern Beaufort Sea (2013) were 

highly correlated (R2 = 0.98; Fig. 3). The slope of the linear regression between water sample 

S18O and SD values had a confidence interval (a = 0.05) that overlapped with the slope of the 

GMWL. Therefore, there was no transformative fractionation between S18O and SD values of 

surface and 10 m depth water in the eastern Beaufort, confirming the isotope ratio of either 

element as a water mass tracer. Hereafter, water samples will be characterized only using their 

SD values. Water SD values from both surface and 10 m depth were highly correlated with 

salinity (R2 = 0.95), with slight deviations likely due to isotopic fractionation during ice 

formation and thaw (O’Neil 1968; Macdonald et al. 1995).

Surface water SD values were lowest (~ -100%) near the Mackenzie River outflow, indicating 

highest riverine freshwater content, and generally were higher with increasing distance from the 

Mackenzie River delta (Fig. 3A). Grouping all 2013 regions together, neither longitude nor 

position over the Beaufort shelf and slope (approximated by station bottom depth) were 

significant predictors of surface water SD values (p > 0.05). However, when grouped by region, 

station bottom depth was a significant predictor of surface water SD values (p < 0.01) in both the 

IMP and OMP regions (Fig. 4). Shallower stations closer to shore were associated with lower 

surface water SD values between -100 to -80% in the IMP (R2 = 0.57), while they were 

associated with higher surface water SD values between -80 to -40% in the OMP (R2 = 0.68). 

Farther to the west, in the CB region, there was no relationship between station bottom depth and 

surface water SD values, which were around -50 to -40% throughout. At 10 m depth, the water
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Figure 2. Regionally averaged vertical sections of water temperature, salinity, and SD values. 
Temperature is indicated by a color gradient with isohaline contours overlaid in white. SD values 
of water samples from surface and 10 m depth are indicated by color-coded, overlaid circles. 
Note that depth is on a log scale, and latitudinal scales approximate those of assigned regions.
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Figure 3. SD values (% ) of water samples taken from the surface (A) and 10 m depth (B) in the 
2013 sampling area (CB, OMP, and IMP regions). The Mackenzie River Delta is to the bottom 
right corner of the maps. Known SD value of undiluted Mackenzie River water is around - 
143.6%, while near surface Beaufort Sea water in this area has a SD value around -10% 
(Macdonald et al. 1995; Cooper et al. 2008). Inset in first panel shows S18O vs. SD plot of all 
surface and 10 m depth water samples, as well as the Global Meteoric Water Line (GMWL) for 
comparison.
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Figure 4. Trends in SD values of surface water, sediment particular organic matter (sPOM), and 
selected benthic consumers by bottom depth in each region of the Beaufort Sea. Surface water 
and sPOM data points represent one sample taken at one location, while consumer data represent 
averages of within-station replicates, with error bars indicating standard deviations. Trend lines 
and R2 values are only shown for significant linear relationships between SD data and depth, SD 
data and log10(depth) (f), or log10(SD data) and log10(depth) (*). All data are shown on non-log 
scales for comparison.
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SD value isoscape was enriched in deuterium relative to the surface and nearly homogenous 

between -45 and -25% across the eastern Beaufort Sea (Fig. 3B), with no relationship between 

longitude or station bottom depth at a regional level.

Spatial distribution and influence o f  terrestrial organic matter

sPOM SD values were significantly predicted by bottom depth in the IMP region (R2 = 0.82; p < 

0.001), with sPOM SD values becoming heavier with increasing bottom depth (Fig. 4). Surface 

water SD values were only a moderate (R2 = 0.61) although significant (p < 0.05) predictor of 

sPOM SD values in the IMP region. In the OMP, CB, and CP regions, neither bottom depth (Fig. 

4) nor surface water SD values were significant predictors of surface sPOM SD values. SD values 

of Polynoidae were significantly predicted by bottom depth across all regions (p < 0.001) except 

the IMP, with regression analysis indicating a strong positive relationship in CB (R2 = 0.89) and 

moderate positive relationships in CP (R2 = 0.61) and OMP (R2 = 0.62) (Fig. 4). SD values of 

predatory gastropods Colus sabini and Cryptonatica affinis, and surface deposit-feeding 

Ophiocten sericeum also had significant positive relationships (p < 0.001) with bottom depth 

across all regions (range R2 = 0.65 to 0.85). Invertebrate tissue SD values were not significantly 

predicted by SD values of sPOM samples collected from the same station.

pPOM and sPOM S13C and S15N values (Table 2) generally fell in between published isotopic 

values of terrestrial and marine organic matter endmembers, though several samples were 

outside of the standard deviations of these endmembers (Fig. 5). Across the entire study area, 

pPOM was composed of an estimated 58% marine POM and 39% terrestrial POM, with only 3% 

contribution by ice algal POM. In contrast, endmember contributions to sPOM samples were 

estimated to be more evenly distributed, with 33% from marine POM, 31% from terrestrial 

POM, and 36% from ice algal POM (when applying the measured iPOM S13C and S15N values 

from Barrow). When a more enriched 13C value for iPOM (from May 2003 in Barrow, Gradinger 

et al. 2009) was used in mixing model analysis, contributions from ice algal POM dropped 

significantly to 1% in pPOM and 10% in sPOM, while marine POM contributions increased to 

60% in both pPOM and sPOM.

The C:N, S13C, and S15N ratios of pPOM and sPOM grouped by region had no significant 

relationship (p < 0.05) with bottom depth (Fig. 6), except for sPOM in the IMP region (R2 = 

0.81). S13C and C:N values of pPOM and sPOM were not significantly correlated. When depth

23
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Table 2. Mean 513C and 515N values (%o) of pPOM, sPOM, and sampled taxa by region and depth group (shelf or slope). Trophic 
positions (TP) were calculated using the primary consumer baseline. Definitions of feeding guild abbreviations described in methods, 
and references for each taxon are superscripted and listed below as a footnote. N represents number of samples analyzed in each 
category.

Species/taxon

Region 

Feeding guild

CP
Shelf
613C ± sd 815N ± sd N TP

Slope
513C ± sd 815N ± sd N TP

CB
Shelf
613C ± sd 815N ± sd N TP

Slope
613C ± sd 815N ± sd N TP

pPOM -25.2 ± 0.5 6.1 ± 1.7 18 -25.6 ± 0.5 6.3 ± 1.3 33 -26.3 ± 1.0 5.8 ± 1.9 12 -26.9 ± 0.9 4.7 ± 1.0 15
sPOM -25.4 ± 0.6 4.9 ± 1.6 4 -24.3 ± 0.5 5.4 ± 0.7 7 -21.6 ± 3.9 4.7 ± 1.5 5 -24.5 4.0 1
ANNELIDA
CliteUata

Hirudinea Pred1
Echiura

Hamingia arctica SSDF2 -16.7 ± 0.9 14.1 ± 0.9 13 2.0
Polychaeta

Nephtys sp. Pred1 -18.9 ± 0.5 13.3 ± 1.6 10 2.1 -17.9 ± 0.9 15.3 ± 1.2 6 2.4 -20.4 ± 0.4 14.8 ± 1.1 6 4.3 -19.6 ± 0.4 16.6 ± 0.8 11 3.8
Polynoidae spp. Pred1 -19.2 ± 0.5 13.4 ± 1.2 10 2.1 -18.7 ± 0.7 16.0 ± 1.4 14 2.6 -20.6 ± 1.0 14.6 ± 1.5 9 4.3 -20.5 ± 0.5 16.8 ± 1.1 10 3.8

ARTHROPODA
Amphipoda

Anonyx sp. Pred1 -20.3 ± 0.6 15.0 ± 1.2 16 2.5 -20.4 ± 0.8 16.4 ± 1.0 7 2.7 -21.0 ± 0.4 13.1 ± 1.9 9 3.8 -20.6 ± 0.4 15.7 ± 2.7 10 3.5
Themisto libellula pPred3 -22.3 ± 0.7 12.2 ± 0.6 12 1.7 -22.1 ± 1.1 12.2 ± 0.7 28 1.5 -25.1 ± 0.8 10.0 ± 1.0 9 2.9 -24.6 ± 0.9 11.1 ± 1.4 12 2.2

Calanoida
Calanus glacialis pFilt4 -22.4 ± 0.6 11.2 ± 0.6 15 1.4 -21.4 ± 0.7 11.5 ± 0.6 21 1.3
Calanus hyperboreus pFilt4 -23.6 ± 0.8 9.4 ± 1.4 7 2.7 -23.7 ± 0.6 10.0 ± 0.8 9 1.8
Neocalanus cristatus pFilt4 -22.5 ± 0.4 8.6 ± 0.9 12 0.4

Cumacea
Diastylis sp. SDF12 -23.1 ± 0.8 8.1 ± 1.0 11 0.5 -22.4 8.6 1 0.4 -23.6 ± 0.7 5.6 ± 0.9 10 1.6 -24.0 ± 0.7 6.2 ± 2.0 4 0.7

Decapoda
Chionoecetes opilio Pred1 -19.1 ± 0.5 15.7 ± 0.6 14 2.5 -18.1 14.6 1 3.2
Eualus gaimardii Pred1 -19.7 ± 0.9 14.3 ± 0.7 15 2.3 -18.3 ± 1.2 16.0 ± 1.1 23 2.6 -19.6 ± 0.5 12.7 ± 0.7 8 3.7 -17.7 ± 1.6 15.3 ± 1.2 10 3.4
Sabinea septemcarinata Pred5 -18.8 ± 0.5 14.7 ± 0.6 12 4.3 -18.4 ± 0.5 15.8 ± 0.8 6 3.5

Isopoda
Saduria sabini Pred6 -20.2 ± 0.3 13.6 ± 0.1 3 2.1 -19.5 ± 0.3 16.9 ± 0.8 9 2.8 -22.0 ± 0.4 9.9 ± 1.7 3 2.9 -20.5 ± 0.9 13.0 ± 3.1 9 2.7

Pycnogonida
Pycnogonida Pred1 -21.3 ± 0.2 14.9 ± 0.6 3 3.3

CHAETOGNATHA
Parasagitta elegans pPred7 -20.0 ± 0.8 15.4 ± 0.6 9 2.7 -20.3 ± 0.9 14.9 ± 0.5 31 2.3

CHORDATA
Anisarchus medius Pred8
Aspidophoroides olrikii Pred8 -20.2 ± 0.6 15.6 ± 1.1 9 2.7 -19.4 ± 0.6 16.8 ± 0.7 6 2.8
Boreogadus saida Pred8 -21.4 ± 0.4 13.6 ± 0.7 18 2.1 -21.4 ± 0.6 13.7 ± 1.2 36 1.9 -24.2 ± 0.6 10.4 ± 0.5 3 3.0 -22.1 ± 0.7 14.4 ± 1.0 9 3.1
Icelus spatula Pred8 -20.3 ± 0.6 15.1 ± 1.3 8 2.6 -20.6 ± 0.4 15.1 ± 1.1 3 4.4
Lycodes adolfi Pred8 -19.3 ± 0.4 18.9 ± 0.7 6 3.4
Lycodes seminudus Pred8 -19.0 ± 0.6 18.4 ± 1.0 18 3.3
Triglops pingelii Pred8 -20.0 ± 0.3 14.6 ± 0.6 9 2.4 -20.7 ± 1.0 14.5 ± 1.2 4 2.1
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Table 2 continued.

Species/taxon

Region 

Feeding guild

CP
Shelf
C13C ± sd C15N ± sd N TP

Slope
C13C ± sd C15N ± sd N TP

CB
Shelf
C13C ± sd C15N ± sd N TP

Slope
C13C ± sd C15N ± sd N TP

CNIDARIA
Allantactis parasitica Sus9 -18.4 ± 0.5 16.8 ± 0.8 6 3.9
Gersemia sp. Sus2 -21.9 ± 0.1 12.0 ± 0.3 3 3.5 -21.8 ± 0.1 15.7 ± 1.0 3 3.5
Stomphia sp. Sus10 -17.7 ± 0.6 17.3 ± 0.2 3 3.2 -17.9 ± 1.4 18.3 ± 1.2 9 3.2

ECHINODERMATA
Asteroidea

Ctenodiscus crispatus SDF1 -19.9 15.2 1 2.6 -17.7 ± 0.7 17.5 ± 0.7 27 3.0 -19.6 ± 0.9 16.0 ± 0.9 3 4.7 -19.3 ± 0.5 16.0 ± 1.1 9 3.6
Icasterias panopla Pred11
Pontaster tenuispinus Pred12 -17.8 ± 0.8 16.5 ± 0.8 3 4.8 -19.1 ± 0.7 15.8 ± 1.5 13 3.6
Bathybiaster vexillifer Pred213 -16.7 ± 0.4 21.6 ± 0.7 18 4.2
Crossaster papposus Pred1 -18.2 ± 0.8 19.3 ± 0.8 9 3.8 -17.2 ± 1.1 21.0 ± 1.0 20 4.0 -20.2 ± 0.8 15.2 ± 1.9 5 4.5

Crinoidea
Florometra spp. Sus12

Holothuroidea
Molpadia borealis SSDF1-12 -16.6 ± 0.8 17.5 ± 2.1 3 3.0 -18.9 ± 0.8 17.1 ± 2.7 6 3.9
Myriotrochus rinkii SDF12 -20.5 ± 1.3 12.1 ± 0.8 9 1.7 -20.1 ± 0.4 12.8 ± 0.4 6 1.6
Psolus peronii Sus1-12 -21.8 ± 0.4 9.9 ± 0.5 6 2.9

Ophiuroidea
Gorgonocephalus spp. Pred112
Ophiacantha bidentata SDF112 -20.4 ± 0.7 17.0 ± 1.0 6 3.1 -20.0 ± 0.9 17.5 ± 1.4 6 3.0
Ophiocten sericeum SDF1 -20.9 ± 0.8 13.1 ± 0.3 3 2.0 -21.4 ± 1.1 14.1 ± 2.4 3 2.0 -22.7 ± 1.5 6.9 ± 3.7 15 2.0 -21.7 ± 1.8 10.5 ± 1.7 20 2.0
Ophiopleura borealis SDF12 -20.2 ± 1.1 15.4 ± 0.8 8 2.4 -17.7 ± 1.7 14.4 ± 0.9 9 3.1
Ophiura sarsii SDF12-13 -21.6 ± 0.4 12.4 ± 0.6 9 1.8 -21.2 ± 0.6 13.1 ± 0.9 26 1.7

MOLLUSCA
Bivalvia

Bathyarca glacialis Sus2-13 -20.0 ± 0.5 11.4 ± 0.5 3 3.3 -19.8 ± 0.8 12.5 ± 1.7 9 2.6
Similipecten greenlandicus Sus14 -19.5 ± 1.7 9.5 ± 1.3 12 2.8 -19.0 ± 0.2 13.3 ± 0.3 3 2.8
Yoldia hyperborea SSDF1 -21.3 ± 0.2 8.5 ± 0.4 3 0.6 -19.5 ± 0.6 8.8 ± 1.8 14 0.4

Cephalopoda
Bathypolypus arcticus Pred -20.6 ± 0.2 13.8 ± 0.2 3 2.2 -18.3 ± 0.7 17.9 ± 0.9 3 3.1
Cirroteuthis sp. Pred -20.4 15.7 1 2.5

Gastropoda
Buccinum scalariforme Pred1 -19.7 ± 0.8 13.6 ± 0.8 3 2.1 -18.5 ± 0.7 15.2 ± 1.9 19 2.3 -19.4 ± 1.0 14.2 ± 0.9 3 4.1 -16.9 ± 0.4 17.3 ± 0.4 3 4.0
Colus sabini Pred1 -18.4 15.3 1 3.4
Cryptonatica affinis Pred1 -18.0 ± 0.8 13.5 ± 0.9 5 2.1 -17.9 ± 0.6 13.7 ± 1.2 22 1.9
Margarites spp. SDF1 -20.7 ± 0.5 11.8 ± 0.9 7 1.6 -20.6 ± 0.4 12.4 ± 0.5 12 1.5 -19.8 ± 1.8 9.2 ± 1.1 9 2.7
Tachyrhynchus erosus Pred1 -19.0 ± 2.9 10.5 ± 0.6 21 0.9

Scaphopoda
Siphonodentalium sp. SDF15 -17.8 ± 2.7 10.9 ± 2.8 6 2.1

PORIFERA
Polymastia sp. Sus1 -20.5 ± 0.5 11.1 ± 1.3 3 1.4 -20.4 ± 0.7 16.8 ± 1.4 3 2.8

1) Macdonald et al. 2010 4) Mauchline 1998 6) Haahtela 1990 8) Mecklenburg et al. 2002 10) Lundsten et al. 2010 12) Mah 2014 14) Pienkowski et al. 2014
2) Bergmann et al. 2009 5) Graeve et al. 1997 7) Terazaki 1998 9) Mercier et al. 2011 11) Jangoux and Lawrence 1982 13) Aitken and Fournier 1993 15) Reynolds 2006
3) Auel and Werner 2003



Table 2 continued.

Species/taxon

Region 

Feeding guild

OMP
Shelf
513C ± sd 815N ± sd N

Slope 
TP 513C ± sd 815N ± sd

pPOM -26.1 ±0.8 4.1 ±2.0 21 -26.7 ±1.1 4.5 ± 1.5
sPOM -24.2 ± 1.5 6.1 ±2.6 8 -24.5 ± 0.7 6.7 ±2.8
ANNELIDA
Qitellata

Hirudinea Pred1
Echiura

Hamingia arctica SSDF2
Polychaeta

Nephtys sp. Pred1 -21.1 14.3 1 3.9 -20.6 ±0.8 15.5 ±0.9
Polynoidae spp. Pred1 -21.2 ± 1.1 13.7 ±1.3 12 3.7 -21.4 ±0.8 15.4 ± 0.9

ARTHROPODA
Amphlpoda

Anonyx sp. Pred1 -21.4 ±0.3 12.9 ±1.8 14 3.5 -21.8 ±0.2 11.0 ± 0.7
Themisto libellula pPred3 -26.5 ±0.6 10.0 ±0.8 15 2.6 -26.0 ±0.8 10.1 ± 1.2

Calanoida
Calanus glacialis pFilt4
Calanus hyperboreus pFilt4 -24.5 ±0.5 9.9 ±0.7 15 2.6 -24.4 ±0.7 9.7 ±0.7
Neocalanus cristatus pFilt4

Cumacea
Diastylis sp. SDF1-2 -23.5 ± 1.3 5.8 ±0.7 9 1.4 -25.7 ±0.9 5.6 ±0.9

Decapoda
Chionoecetes opilio Pred1
Eualus gaimardii Pred1 -19.8 ±0.9 13.0 ±0.6 18 3.5 -19.2 ±1.3 13.9 ±1.0
Sabinea septemcarinata Pred5 -18.3 ±1.2 13.9 ±0.9 15 3.8 -18.0 ±1.3 13.9 ±0.9

Isopoda
Saduria sabini Pred6 -22.6 ± 1.7 10.4 ±2.5

Pycnogonida
Pycnogonida Pred1 -22.6 ± 0.4 10.2 ±1.2 10 2.7 -22.5 ±1.1 11.5 ±1.2

CHAETOGNATHA
Parasagitta elegans pPred7

CHORDATA
Anisarchus medius Pred8
Aspidophoroides olrikii Pred8 -21.1 ±0.3 14.4 ±0.5 6 3.9
Boreogadus saida Pred8 -22.7 ±0.4 14.0 ±0.6 11 3.8 -24.1 ±1.8 12.3 ±2.5
Icelus spatula Pred8 -21.3 ±0.3 15.2 ± 0.7 12 4.1
Lycodes adolfi Pred8 -20.8 ±0.7 17.0 ±0.8
Lycodes seminudus Pred8 -21.1 ±0.4 16.5 ±1.1
Triglops pingelii Pred8 -22.2 ±0.4 13.6 ±0.4 6 3.7 -22.6 15.2



N TP

IMP
Shelf
513C ± sd 815N ± sd N

Slope 
TP 513C ± sd 815N ± sd N TP

39 -26.9 ±0.7 4.3 ± 1.4 15 -26.9 ± 1.0 5.5 ±2.1 24
4 -26.0 ±0.1 4.5 ±2.2 4 -25.0 ±0.5 6.7 ± 1.6 5

-19.8 16.0 ± 1.5 2 3.9

20 3.7 -21.9 ±0.6 13.3 ± 1.0 6 3.2 -20.9 ±0.9 15.1 ± 1.4 11 3.7
12 3.7 -21.5 ± 1.4 14.0 ±2.1 11 3.5 -21.8 ±0.7 15.2 ±1.7 15 3.7

2 2.4 -21.8 ±0.5 13.7 ±1.2 11 3.4 -21.4 ±0.7 14.3 ±2.6 5 3.4
30 2.1 -26.8 ±0.7 10.5 ± 1.2 12 2.4 -26.3 ±0.7 10.3 ±0.9 24 2.3

30 2.0 -24.5 ± 0.5 9.4 ±0.8 12 2.1 -24.4 ±0.5 9.8 ±0.5 24 2.1

17 0.8 -24.5 ± 1.8 5.5 ± 1.1 12 1.0 -25.5 ±0.9 5.7 ± 1.1 14 0.9

21 3.2 -20.9 ± 1.0 12.8 ± 1.0 8 3.1 -19.7 ±1.0 13.9 ±0.9 19 3.3
7 3.2 -19.6 ±0.9 14.0 ±0.6 13 3.5 -19.3 ±0.5 14.7 ± 1.0 9 3.6

17 2.2 -22.3 ± 0.6 10.7 ±1.2 12 2.5 -22.6 ±0.7 10.9 ±1.3 14 2.4

18 2.5 -23.0 ±0.7 11.4 ±1.6 7 2.7 -22.8 ±0.5 12.9 ± 1.6 20 3.0

-21.9 ±0.4 14.4 ± 1.0 6 3.6
-21.5 ± 1.0 14.8 ±0.9 6 3.7

30 2.8 -25.2 ± 1.8 11.5 ± 2.2 12 2.7 -24.6 ±1.6 11.9 ± 2.2 24 2.7
-21.8 ±0.5 15.4 ± 0.7 9 3.9

9 4.1 -21.5 ±0.8 15.7 ±2.0 11 3.8
12 4.0 -21.0 ±0.5 16.4 ±0.7 10 4.1
1 3.6 -22.2 ±0.7 14.2 ±0.8 7 3.5 -22.2 ±0.5 14.8 ±0.8 5 3.6
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Table 2 continued.

Species/taxon

Region 

Feeding guild

OMP
Shelf
C13C ± sd C15N ± sd N

Slope
TP C13C ± sd C15N ± sd N TP

IMP
Shelf
C13C ± sd C15N ± sd N TP

Slope
C13C ± sd C15N ± sd N TP

CNIDARIA
Allantactis parasitica Sus9 -20.6 ± 0.6 12.4 ± 1.0 4 3.3 -18.7 ± 0.8 15.4 ± 1.3 16 3.7 -21.1 ± 1.0 13.1 ± 1.2 9 3.2 -18.6 ± 1.5 15.8 ± 1.5 17 3.9
Gersemia sp. Sus2 -22.4 ± 0.6 10.7 ± 1.8 2 2.8 -22.5 ± 0.8 13.5 ± 0.7 9 3.1 -23.1 ± 0.9 11.6 ± 0.8 11 2.7 -22.5 ± 0.9 12.8 ± 0.8 9 3.0
Stomphia sp. Sus10

ECHINODERMATA
Asteroidea

Ctenodiscus crispatus SDF1 -20.6 ± 0.8 15.0 ± 1.5 7 3.7 -20.1 ± 0.1 15.2 ± 1.7 2 3.7
Icasterias panopla Pred11 -19.9 ± 0.3 16.7 ± 0.7 5 4.6 -18.9 ± 0.7 18.8 ± 0.6 16 4.7 -18.6 17.5 1 4.5 -18.8 ± 0.9 18.2 ± 1.3 12 4.6
Pontaster tenuispinus Pred12 -19.8 ± 0.4 13.6 ± 0.4 6 3.7 -19.5 ± 1.3 15.0 ± 1.3 30 3.6 -20.2 15.6 1 3.9 -19.3 ± 1.3 14.4 ± 1.5 22 3.5
Bathybiaster vexillifer Pred213
Crossaster papposus Pred1 -20.8 ± 0.5 16.0 ± 0.8 10 4.4

Crinoidea
Florometra spp. Sus12 -22.9 ± 0.4 12.5 ± 0.4 16 3.3

Holothuroidea
Molpadia borealis SSDF1-12 -20.2 ± 0.8 15.2 ± 1.8 9 3.6 -19.4 ± 1.0 14.6 ± 1.7 4 3.5
Myriotrochus rinkii SDF12
Psolus peronii Sus1-12 -22.6 ± 0.5 9.9 ± 0.8 9 2.6

Ophiuroidea
Gorgonocephalus spp. Pred112 -20.5 ± 0.5 16.7 ± 0.3 3 3.4 -22.0 ± 0.5 13.9 ± 0.8 8 4.0
Ophiacantha bidentata SDF112
Ophiocten sericeum SDF1 -22.9 ± 2.0 7.9 ± 2.1 25 2.0 -22.2 ± 2.2 9.7 ± 0.9 22 2.0 -22.9 ± 0.9 9.0 ± 1.0 11 2.0 -23.3 ± 0.7 9.4 ± 1.0 7 2.0
Ophiopleura borealis SDF12 -17.7 ± 1.6 13.0 ± 1.1 29 3.0 -18.4 ± 1.8 12.4 ± 1.6 22 2.9
Ophiura sarsii SDF12-13

MOLLUSCA
Bivalvia

Bathyarca glacialis Sus2-13 -20.9 ± 0.4 9.9 ± 0.4 8 2.6 -20.8 ± 0.5 11.8 ± 1.4 11 2.6 -21.6 ± 0.6 9.6 ± 1.0 10 2.2 -21.3 ± 0.3 11.9 ± 0.7 12 2.7

suicdinlanleergntectelipimiS Sus14 -19.7 ± 2.6 9.5 ± 1.0 13 2.4 -21.5 ± 1.9 9.7 ± 0.7 12 2.2 -22.1 9.8 1 2.1
Yoldia hyperborea SSDF1

Cephalopoda
Bathypolypus arcticus Pred
Cirroteuthis sp. Pred

Gastropoda
Buccinum scalariforme Pred1 -20.4 ± 0.9 11.7 ± 2.2 5 2.8
Colus sabini Pred1 -19.8 ± 0.7 12.1 ± 1.3 6 3.2 -19.3 ± 1.2 13.8 ± 1.1 16 3.2 -20.4 ± 0.7 12.8 ± 1.2 8 3.1 -19.5 ± 0.8 14.6 ± 1.9 20 3.5
Cryptonatica affinis Pred1
Margarites spp. SDF1 -21.2 ± 0.9 9.0 ± 1.4 12 2.3 -21.4 ± 1.1 9.5 ± 0.8 4 2.1 -22.3 ± 0.8 10.1 ± 0.8 6 2.2
Tachyrhynchus erosus Pred1

Scaphopoda
Siphonodentalium sp. SDF15 -20.5 ± 2.7 9.9 ± 1.7 16 2.1 -20.7 ± 2.5 10.0 ± 0.9 17 2.2

PORIFERA
Polymastia sp. Sus1 -22.5 ± 1.0 8.3 ± 2.6 3 2.1 -21.0 ± 0.4 10.2 ± 1.3 3 2.1 -20.7 ± 2.9 8.8 ± 5.2 4 1.8

1) Macdonald et al. 2010 4) Mauchline 1998 6) Haahtela 1990 8) Mecklenburg et al. 2002 10) Lundsten et al. 2010 12) Mah 2014 14) Pienkowski et al. 2014
2) Bergmann et al. 2009 5) Graeve et al. 1997 7) Terazaki 1998 9) Mercier et al. 2011 11) Jangoux and Lawrence 1982 13) Aitken and Fournier 1993 15) Reynolds 2006
3) Auel and Werner 2003



Figure 5. Biplot of S13C and S15N values for pPOM and sPOM compared alongside potential 
POM endmembers in the eastern Beaufort Sea. Each pPOM symbol represents a station average 
of three replicates, while sPOM symbols represent the single sample taken at each station. Boxes 
encompass standard deviations from the mean isotopic values of each POM endmember (ranges 
from literature sources, see text for details).
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Figure 6. Carbon to nitrogen ratios, S13C and S15N values of pPOM and sPOM with station 
bottom depth, averaged by region. Error bars indicate standard deviation between replicates 
across transects, and trend lines and R2 values are only shown for significant relationships 
between organic matter tracer and station bottom depth. Arrows above the x-axis indicate typical 
value ranges for terrestrial and marine organic matter based on published literature.
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was grouped categorically into shelf versus slope locations, pPOM S13C values were significantly 

affected by both region and depth group (ANOVA, p < 0.05), though the interaction between 

fixed factors region and depth group was not significant. pPOM in the CP region was 

significantly enriched in 13C compared with more eastern regions over both the shelf and the 

slope (Fig. 7). In all regions except the IMP, mean pPOM S13C values were higher on the shelf 

relative to the slope; however, these differences were not significant because of high within- 

region variation. sPOM S13C values were significantly lower on the shelf versus slope in the CP 

and IMP regions, but were not significantly different elsewhere (Fig. 7). sPOM S13C values were 

not well correlated with either pPOM S13C or sPOM SD values sampled at the same stations (R2 

= 0.16 and 0.28, respectively), undermining the notion of interchangeable use of S13C and SD in 

tracing organic matter provenance. S15N values of pPOM and sPOM were not significantly 

different between shelf and slope stations across or within regions.

Mean S13C values of consumers (Table 2) grouped by feeding guild generally decreased when 

moving eastward from the CP to the IMP region, though the statistical significance of these 

trends depended on feeding guild and region (Fig. 7). S13C values of pelagic filter feeders and 

pelagic predators in the CP region were significantly (ANOVA, p < 0.001) higher compared with 

these pelagic consumers in all other regions for both shelf and slope depth groups. Benthic 

predators in both the CP and CB regions were significantly (ANOVA, p < 0.001) enriched in 13C 

compared with predators on the IMP shelf and the OMP and IMP slope. Regional trends in S13C 

values for benthic sub-surface and surface deposit feeders and suspension feeders were not 

significant. Within-region differences between the shelf and slope did not show a consistent 

pattern across feeding guilds (Fig. 7).

Regional and depth variation in fo o d  web structure

S15N values of a selection of the most widespread consumers (Colus sabini, Crossaster 

papposus, Ophiocten sericeum, Polynoidae) from across the study area had significant (p <

0.001) positive relationships (R2 range = 0.45 - 0.66) with bottom depth with an increase in S15N 

values on the order of 2 to 5%  from 20 to 1000 m (Fig. 8). This overall trend of increasing S15N 

ratios with depth was observed for the majority of benthic taxa and feeding guilds, but could not 

be statistically confirmed for less widespread taxa. While not significant, there also appeared to 

be a trend of increased sPOM S15N values with bottom depth in the IMP and OMP regions (Fig.
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<£> Colville Plume 
A  Camden Bay 
^  Outer Mackenzie 

Plume

Inner Mackenzie 
Plume

Figure 7. Mean (±SD) S13C values (%o) of possible food sources (pPOM and sPOM; shaded 
background) and consumer feeding guilds (white background), by region and depth group (shelf 
or slope). Letters denote significantly different groupings among regions, comparing shelf (upper 
case) and slope (lower case) depth groups separately. Asterisks (*) denote significant differences 
between shelf versus slope depth groups within the same region. Note that S13C scale differs 
between rows.
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Figure 8. Select benthic consumers’ S15N values (%o) by bottom depth on log-scale, across all 
regions. Each point represents the replicate mean S15N value of a consumer at one station. All 
trends significant; linear regression trend lines are shown with respective R2 values.
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6), though statistical power to verify this trend was low due to lack of sediment samples and 

sample replicates.

Food web length differed slightly among regions and between the shelf and the slope when either 

pPOM or a primary consumer was used to determine the relative trophic positions of taxa. When 

pPOM was used as the baseline food source (Fig. 9A), food web lengths based on the highest 

consumer TP ranged from 4 to 6 TL, and were longer on the slope compared with the shelf in the 

CP and CB regions. In the OMP region, an apparent difference in food web length on the shelf 

versus the slope was largely driven by a single predator occupying the highest TP, the sea star 

Icasterias panopla. Food web structure standardized to the S15N value of primary consumer 

Ophiocten sericeum as TP 2 (Fig. 9B) differed considerably from pPOM-based food webs. CP 

region shelf and slope food webs based on the primary consumer were 1.1 and 1.3 TL shorter, 

respectively, than when using pPOM as a baseline. As a result, CP food webs changed from 

being relatively long compared with all other regions to being relatively short. This change in the 

CP region occurred because many of the taxa that fell within TL 2 with a pPOM baseline fell 

within TL 1 when using the primary consumer as a baseline. Though these consumer taxa were 

also present in the other regions, they occupied higher TPs than the TL 2 represented by the 

primary consumer Ophiocten sericeum. Consequently, the longer food webs in the CB, OMP, 

and IMP regions were accompanied by an apparent trophic gap between pPOM and the lowest 

primary consumer, excluding the cumaceans Diastylis spp. that had extremely low TP. Food web 

structure across shelf and slope depth groups were similar to one another in the IMP and OMP 

regions when using the primary consumer baseline.

The relative distribution of epibenthic consumer biomass by trophic levels using the primary 

consumer baseline differed among regional food webs (Fig. 10). Within each region, shelf food 

webs had a much higher proportion of biomass contained in TL 2 than in corresponding slope 

food webs, regardless of number of species represented per TL. CP region shelf and slope food 

webs both had a significantly higher proportion of biomass in TLs 1 and 2 than all other regions, 

with TL 1-2 composing 94% of biomass on the CP shelf and 41% of biomass on the CP slope. In 

contrast, in CB, OMP, and IMP regions, consumers at TL 3-5 represented the majority of 

biomass, accounting for 70-79% of biomass in shelf food webs and 91-96% of biomass in slope 

food webs. Species included in biomass calculations by trophic level accounted for 54% to 88% 

of the total biomass at each region, which was estimated to be a low of 760 g wet wt * 1000 m-2
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Figure 9. Trophic positions of all consumers by shelf and slope regions. Food webs are based on baselines of pPOM S15N = TL 1 
(A) or the primary consumer (PC) Ophiocten sericeum S15N = TL 2 (B).



Figure 10. Relative biomass of consumers within each trophic level based on using a primary 
consumer baseline (see Fig. 9B), by shelf and slope regions. Histogram labels indicate the 
number of taxa included in each bar section. Due to some mismatches between available biomass 
and isotope data from the same stations, these data represent a subset of all taxa included in the 
food web analyses. Total mean epifauna biomass calculated for each region and percent of total 
mean biomass represented by taxa in this figure are indicated. CP region total mean biomass 
estimates (indicated with *) were acquired from data collected during a different project in 2011 
(Ravelo et al. in review), separate from this study’s sampling effort, and could thus not be 
directly matched with isotope samples (indicated by N/A). Total biomass for CP slope region 
only represents data from the upper slope (200 m), and thus is likely an overestimate of actual 
average CP slope biomass from 200 to 1000 m (see methods).
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on the CP shelf to a high of 118,918 g wet wt * 1000 m-2 on the CP slope (Fig. 10). It should be 

noted that the high biomass estimate for the CP slope is based only on data from the upper CP 

slope (~200 m bottom depth), and thus may overestimate the actual average CP slope biomass 

across the full 200 to 1000 m depth range, as biomass tends to decrease with greater depth. For 

example, if  biomass estimates for the CB, OMP, and IMP slopes were constrained only to the 

200 m stations, they would be 1.5 to 3.1 times higher than estimates containing biomass data 

from all slope stations to 1000 m. Low percentage biomass representation on the OMP and IMP 

shelves resulted from insufficient sampling of dominant taxa for stable isotopes at some stations 

in these locations.
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Discussion

Freshwater and terrestrial matter distribution and utilization

In this study, surface water SD values in the upper 5 m (Fig. 3) across the eastern Beaufort Sea 

suggested Mackenzie Plume influence westward of the Mackenzie Delta. Typically, the Coriolis 

force directs the Mackenzie Plume to the east of the river delta; however, being at the surface in 

an Ekman layer, the plume can react rapidly to easterly wind stress, which can drive the 

Mackenzie-derived waters offshore and to the west (Macdonald and Yu 2006; Mulligan et al. 

2010). As would be expected, SD values were lowest nearest the outflow of the river in the IMP 

region and became higher moving farther offshore over the Beaufort slope. In contrast, in the 

OMP region, the lowest surface water SD values were at offshore locations, while highest 

surface water SD values were found nearshore. These trends may be explained by an easterly 

wind regime: easterly winds recorded over 5 m s-1 at Tuktoyaktuk, Northwest Territory, Canada, 

were sustained for the 48 hrs immediately preceding sampling dates of the OMP and IMP 

regions (The Weather Underground, Inc.), ideal conditions for upwelling on the Beaufort shelf 

(Carmack and Kulikov 1998; Williams et al. 2006). Under such conditions, the associated 

Ekman transport of the Mackenzie surface plume would follow a northerly track offshore nearly 

parallel to IMP transects, while marine water upwelled over the shelf-break forced by isobath 

divergence near Herschel Island would reach the surface waters in the nearshore OMP 

(Macdonald and Yu 2006; Williams et al. 2006; Williams and Carmack 2008). There, Herschel 

Island acts to divert westward-flowing Mackenzie plume surface water away from the coast, 

allowing a pocket of upwelled water to remain close to shore (ibid.). The relatively colder and 

more saline water observed at the surface in the nearshore OMP compared to nearshore surface 

waters of all other regions supports the presence of upwelling in this region at the time of 

sampling.

Outside of the IMP, OMterr traced by SD values of surface sediments was not associated with the 

presence of Mackenzie-River derived freshwater at the time of sampling. The high SD values of 

all sPOM samples (-170 to -50%) relative to endmember SD value estimates for both terrestrial 

(-229% ± 19%) and marine (-183% ± 26% ) production indicates that sPOM organic matter had 

undergone significant biological transformation from its source material(s) (Goni et al. 2000; 

Connelly et al. 2012). Assuming that OMterr is indeed characterized by a SD value that is distinct 

from and lower than that of marine production, and without knowing the SD value changes
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associated with trophic fractionation, the total range of observed sPOM SD values should only be 

considered as a relative measure of OMterr influence. If the Mackenzie surface plume were 

responsible for transporting the majority of OMterr found on the Beaufort shelf and slope (as 

suggested by Goni et al. 2013), a gradient of decreasing OMterr away from the point source of the 

Mackenzie River Delta would be expected in sPOM samples, regardless of the absolute OMterr 

endmember SD value. Instead, across all shelf regions from the Mackenzie River in the east to 

the Colville River to the west, sPOM samples spanned a similar range of SD values, with no 

identifiable spatial gradient of OMterr influence. This finding agrees with past observations of 

consistently high terrestrial biomarker ratios in sediments across the U.S. Beaufort slope (Naidu 

et al. 2000; Goni et al. 2000). Considering that OMterr derived from coastal erosion may have 

lower, and thus more distinctive SD values than OMterr originating from the Mackenzie River 

basin (see methods), these data indicate that coastal erosion may be a large contributor of OMterr 

westward of the Mackenzie River Delta (Goni et al. 2013).

Benthic invertebrate tissue SD values also showed no correlation with Mackenzie River 

freshwater distribution at the surface as traced by SD; instead, benthic invertebrate SD values 

consistently increased in all investigated taxa with depth across all regions. This pattern could be 

interpreted as decreasing OMterr and increasing marine matter influence with increasing bottom 

depth, if  the relative SD values of benthic consumers were assumed to solely represent relative 

utilization between terrestrially-derived versus marine-derived food sources. It is possible that 

these consumers can preferentially assimilate a particular type of organic material when both 

marine and terrestrial production are present (Martineau et al. 2004; Casper et al. 2014), which 

could bias their SD values so that they are not a direct reflection of the composition of available 

organic matter. However, the similar trend observed across several species and feeding types 

suggests that the increase in consumer tissue SD values with depth is a true reflection of change 

in the SD values of the bulk organic matter available at the benthos. A regular, depth-related 

trend across regions with no east to west difference is consistent with a geographically 

continuous source of OMterr into the Beaufort, such as permafrost soil erosion along the Beaufort 

coast (Ping et al. 2011; Goni et al. 2013). OMterr originating from coastal erosion inputs would 

presumably become increasingly diluted with marine-derived production with distance from 

shore (Goni et al. 2013), and thus would feature less prominantly in the tissues of benthic 

consumers with depth down the Beaufort slope.
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A slightly different pattern of OMterr distribution and usage emerged from S13C and S15N data, 

however. Those stable isotope values of pPOM and sPOM across the study area indicate a high 

proportion of OMterr influence over both the Beaufort shelf and slope. The relative low C:N 

values (< 10 for 82% of POM samples) in this terrestrially-dominated study area are surprising, 

especially given the higher sPOM C:N values found in prior studies across the Beaufort Sea 

(Goni et al. 2000). Since C:N values are known to be more susceptible to biogeochemical 

alteration than S13C values (Thorton and McManus 1994), and considering the high degree of 

microbial processing associated with both marine and terrestrial matter in the Beaufort Sea 

(Ortega-Retuerta et al. 2012; Kellogg and Deming 2014; Rontani et al. 2014), S13C values were 

considered to be a more conservative tracer of terrestrial versus marine origins of organic matter 

in this study. Within regions, the relative proportion of OMterr versus marine organic matter 

influence in pPOM samples was not significantly different in surface waters moving away from 

shore (Fig. 6), contrasting with the observed gradients of Mackenzie River plume freshwater in 

the surface water mass layers of each region (Fig. 3). This finding may indicate that OMterr 

initially entrained within the Mackenzie surface plume is at some point disassociated from plume 

dynamics and is advected independently, reaching lateral distances and depths that the plume’s 

water mass does not (Forest et al. 2007, 2013; Goni et al. 2000). It is also possible that other 

vectors of OMterr into the Beaufort Sea (e.g., coastal erosion) contributed significantly to the 

proportion of OMterr present in pPOM and sPOM samples at Beaufort slope stations.

Mixing model analyses may overemphasize contributions of iPOM and marine production to 

pPOM and sPOM samples. The S13C value ascribed to the iPOM endmember was likely at the 

lower end of the mean seasonal iPOM S13C value (see methods; Gradinger et al. 2009), resulting 

in a possible overestimate of iPOM contributions in mixing models. In addition, no sea ice was 

encountered during this study’s late-summer sampling efforts, and the majority of Arctic ice- 

associated production is either consumed rapidly within 7-20 days after deposition at the benthos 

(McMahon et al. 2006; Sun et al. 2007), or else composes only a small fraction of the long-term 

pool of sediment organic matter (North et al. 2014). Arguably, mixing model analysis 

constrained to the assumption of negligible isotopic enrichment between organic matter sources 

and POM samples probably underestimates OMterr inputs and overestimates marine and ice- 

associated production inputs to pPOM and sPOM. Particle-associated microbial metabolism of 

OMterr entering the Beaufort from the Mackenzie River is a highly important component of
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organic matter processing in this region (Parsons et al. 1988, 1989; Vallieres et al. 2008; Garneau 

et al. 2009; Ortega-Retuerta et al. 2012; Rontani et al. 2014). As OMterr gets transformed by 

microbial break-down, it can result in an increase in S13C and S15N values (Macko and Estep 

1984; Vander Zanden and Rasmussen 2001; Post 2002b), and consequently may become less 

isotopically distinct from marine production. Thus, pPOM and sPOM data should be interpreted 

assuming some degree of isotopic transformation accompanying microbial metabolism of POM 

during its transit to the bottom of the Beaufort shelf and slope (Macko and Estep 1984) as 

opposed to direct mixing between untransformed organic matter sources. Unfortunately, lacking 

precise knowledge of the 13C and 15N fractionation factors associated with microbial processing 

(Lehmann et al. 2002, and references therein), it is difficult to estimate the degree to which this 

activity may disguise the influence of OMterr via isotope enrichment.

Regardless of mixing model analysis shortcomings, grouping pPOM and sPOM samples by 

mean S13C values of region and depth group (shelf or slope) provided a spatial perspective of 

relative carbon source differences (Fig. 7). Significant 13C enrichment in pPOM samples at the 

CP region indicates the relative increase in marine production inputs to the western study area 

that agrees with recent studies on biotic density patterns in the western Beaufort Sea (Logerwell 

et al. 2011; Ravelo et al. in review). In contrast, lack of a consistent pattern in the S13C values of 

sPOM across regions on both the shelf and slope may be a result of various distribution and 

mixing mechanisms of sPOM in this region. Relatively homogenous sPOM S13C values may be a 

consequence of large vertical and horizontal flux (Forest et al. 2013) from upwelling events 

(Williams et al. 2006), bottom resuspension (Forest et al. 2007), and lateral advection (Hwang et 

al. 2008). These transport vectors can cause the terrestrial versus marine composition of sPOM to 

vary irregularly and thus show no consistent trend across the Beaufort shelf (Goni et al. 2000; 

Divine et al. in review), even within a dominant pattern of increasing contributions of marine 

production moving westward from the Mackenzie River outflow (Goni et al. 2013). Fresh marine 

production may also be rapidly utilized in the water column by pelagic fauna or by benthic 

consumers (Bessiere et al. 2007; Renaud et al. 2008; Morata et al. 2008) so that little record of its 

presence remains in marine sediments.

It is valuable to consider the differing trends in pPOM and sPOM S13C values in combination to 

understand which of these two POM sources were being utilized by pelagic and benthic 

consumers. For example, pelagic consumer isotopic values in the CP region paralleled the higher
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(marine-derived) pPOM S13C values relative to pelagic taxa in all other regions, suggesting direct 

utilization of marine production and detritus from the water column. Relatively higher marine 

production in the CP region may derive both from local inputs as well as supplementary inputs of 

marine production advected into the CP region from the far-western Beaufort and Chukchi seas 

(Ashjian et al. 2005; Bates et al. 2005; Okkonen et al. 2009). At the benthos, suspension and 

deposit feeder S13C values were not significantly different across most regions, perhaps due to 

utilization of the more isotopically consistent sPOM food source. Mixing processes within the 

sediment may have muted the east to west decrease in OMterr inputs for consumers feeding 

directly on sPOM as discussed above. However, the matching regional S13C patterns between 

benthic predators and pPOM, as well as an obvious trend of 13C enrichment from eastern to 

western regions on both the shelf and the slope in all feeding guilds (even where non-significant) 

supports an overall transition in food source from more of the 13C-depleted, OMterr in the east to 

more of the 13C-enriched, marine production in the west.

Differences between trends in SD and S13C values from sPOM and marine consumers contest the 

applicability of SD values as a tracer of organic matter origins in the Beaufort Sea. S13C values of 

pPOM and biota imply a decreasing influence of terrestrial matter from east to west across both 

the Beaufort shelf and slope, while SD values suggest that terrestrial matter influence is depth 

related but independent of proximity to the Mackenzie River outflow. In view of the extensive 

literature supporting a gradient of increasing OMterr across the Beaufort shelf with proximity to 

the Mackenzie River (Dunton et al. 1989; Saupe et al. 1989; Schell et al. 1998; Goni et al. 2000; 

Naidu et al. 2000), the trend seen in S13C values of pPOM and consumer tissues in this study are 

well-corroborated. It is possible that the distinct water masses layered over the Beaufort shelf 

and slope (Lansard et al. 2012) drive variation in SD values of marine consumers, as between 30

50% of tissue protein can arise from SD values of ambient H2O surrounding the animal 

(Solomon et al. 2009; Soto et al. 2013). The various water masses in which the benthos of the 

Beaufort shelf and slope resides (Fig. 2) are characterized by SD values ranging from -10%  in 

surface waters to +14% in Canada Basin deep water (Lansard et al. 2012), generally becoming 

enriched in deuterium with increasing depth. This 22%  variation in water mass SD values may 

therefore contribute to the enrichment of deuterium in consumer tissue with depth in addition to 

SD contributions from food sources.
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SD values of sPOM and consumers may also be affected by isotopic fractionation of organic 

matter during its transit to depth. Bacterial degradation and remineralization processes are 

functions of water depth (Robinson et al. 2012), or sinking time of surface organic material 

(Macko and Estep 1984), resulting in a marked increase in some isotope ratios with depth such 

as S15N values in POM (Altabet and Francois 2001). For S15N this increase may be > 10%o from 

0 to 1000 m (Mintenbeck et al. 2007), indicative of increasingly degraded organic matter. Akin 

to POM S15N values, POM SD values may undergo a similar increase during metabolic turnover 

(e.g., Malej et al. 1993; Birchall et al. 2005), which would imply that POM SD values are also 

susceptible to isotopic transformation during sinking in the water column. Indeed, both SD and 

S15N values of the same set of benthic consumers increased with increasing bottom depth.

While rough calculations of the SD values of terrestrial plant material and marine phytoplankton 

(see methods) indicate that these organic matter endmembers could be significantly different, the 

variability inherent in the meteorological and chemical factors involved in hydrogen isotope 

discrimination during photosynthesis (Hondula et al. 2014; Yang et al. 2014) speaks to the 

tenuous nature of these estimates. Moreover, the degree to which SD values are affected by 

biological fractionation during trophic transfers is not well resolved (Doucett et al. 2007, and 

references therein). The number of potential variables that could affect the SD values of sPOM 

and benthic consumers calls into question the interpretation of these data. Given these 

constraints, S13C values are considered the more comprehensive and reliable measure of OMterr 

influence and consumers’ relative utilization of marine versus terrestrial organic matter sources 

in this analysis.

Trophic structure by depth and terrestrial matter influence

Regional differences in trophic structure corresponded well with trends in the extent of terrestrial 

organic matter utilization as seen in S13C values of consumers. A comparison of food web 

structure using both pPOM and benthic primary consumer S15N ratios as baseline values allowed 

for an assessment of the connectivity between pelagic and benthic components of each food web. 

This combined approach is necessary and useful, because this study included both benthic and 

pelagic taxa, and S13C analysis revealed trends in pPOM and pelagic consumer isotope ratios that 

were not seen in benthic taxa. In the CP region, shorter food web length of PC-based versus 

pPOM-based food webs indicated that energy flow was tightly coupled among consumers once 

food sources were utilized at the seafloor, but not well-coupled to pPOM. Given that benthic
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consumers typically respond rapidly to fresh marine production (Witte et al. 2003; Moodley et al. 

2005; Renaud et al. 2008), which pPOM S13C values indicate is present in higher proportion in 

the CP region compared with more eastern Beaufort regions, the trophic decoupling between 

pPOM and consumers suggests that the pPOM at time of sampling was not representative of 

long-term consumer food sources. In contrast, little differences in overall food web length 

between pPOM-based and PC-based food webs in the CB, OMP, and IMP regions implied that 

energy flow to consumers through the food web in these eastern regions was derived initially 

from the same organic matter sources reflected in pPOM composition.

The organisms connecting the pPOM food source to mid-level (TP > 2) benthic consumers in the 

CB, OMP, and IMP regions were not sampled in this study, leaving a trophic gap between 

pPOM and pelagic and benthic consumers that was not observed in the western CP region. It is 

unlikely that unsampled plankton or epifauna taxa occupy this gap, as the majority of taxa that 

occupied TP < 2 in the PC-based food webs of the CP region also occurred in CB, OMP, and 

IMP food webs, but were displaced to higher trophic positions in these eastern regions. The only 

sampled taxa consistently within the “trophic gap” were the cumaceans Diastylis spp., 

categorized as surface deposit feeders but whose anomalous trophic positions in multiple food 

web studies suggest they may fractionate differently or feed on labile food sources not accounted 

for by these studies (Iken et al. 2005; Bergmann et al. 2009; Renaud et al. 2011). In the CB, 

OMP, and IMP regions, this trophic gap may be due to recurrent isotopic fractionation caused by 

microbial break-down of organic matter. Because OMterr is largely composed of complex 

structural materials from vascular plants such as cellulose and xylan, it can be difficult for 

marine primary consumers to assimilate directly as they lack the necessary digestive enzymes 

(Tenore 1983, and references therein). Microbial decomposition of OMterr can effectively break 

down these complex structures, enabling a higher proportion of the energy available in OMterr to 

then be utilized as a food source by marine consumers (Tenore 1983; Parsons et al. 1988; 

Garneau et al. 2009). The presence of a trophic gap in the terrestrially-influenced food webs of 

this study substantiates the critical role of the microbial loop in connecting OMterr to marine 

consumers in the eastern Beaufort (Vallieres et al. 2008; Garneau et al. 2009; Rontani et al.

2014).

pPOM-based food webs were slightly longer on the slopes of the CP, CB, and OMP regions 

relative to the respective shelf regions, likely a function of the observed enrichment in consumer
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S15N values with bottom depth across most taxa. A possible explanation for this pattern is from 

enrichment of organic matter in 15N with increasing water depth as suggested above (Mintenbeck 

et al. 2007; Robinson et al. 2012), which is not accounted for when using the near-surface pPOM 

samples as a food web baseline. Another explanation is that OMterr is depleted in 15N by 

approximately 6%  compared with marine-derived matter (Dunton et al. 2006; McTigue and 

Dunton 2013). Therefore, an increase in organic matter S15N values would be anticipated when 

moving from nearshore regions with greater influence of OMterr to offshore regions with higher 

inputs of marine production. However, pPOM S13C or S15N values did not reveal a gradient of 

decreasing OMterr influence moving away from shore over the Beaufort slope. Furthermore, a 

substantial increase in S13C values of sPOM and consumers with increasing bottom depth would 

also be expected if relative terrestrial versus marine endmember contributions were primarily 

responsible for driving these trends in carbon isotope values (e.g., Dunton et al. 2006; Casper et 

al. 2014), but S13C data showed few significant differences between carbon sources to pPOM, 

sPOM, and consumers on the shelf versus the slope. Even for the limited regions and feeding 

guilds showing some depth-related enrichment in 13C on the slope relative to the shelf, it is 

possible that this reflected a small but significant enrichment in 13C with trophic level (Vander 

Zanden and Rasmussen 2001), as would occur during microbial metabolism during organic 

matter sinking. Regardless of the cause, the consistent trend of consumer tissue 15N enrichment 

with depth demonstrates the importance of using a depth-normalized approach to food web 

analysis (Roy et al. in review) to correct for variables related to station bottom depth, and their 

effect on stable isotope values.

The likeness of shelf and slope carbon sources and food web structure in the two regions closest 

to the Mackenzie River (IMP and OMP) speaks to the overwhelming influence of OMterr from 

this source in the eastern Beaufort Sea. The transport and advection of OMterr from the 

Mackenzie River down the Beaufort slope (Goni et al. 2000) may be facilitated by the 

morphology of the Beaufort Sea’s relatively narrow shelf and steep slope compared to shelves of 

the Eurasian Arctic (Jakobsson et al. 2004), frequent upwelling and resuspension processes 

(Forest et al. 2013), and vertical convection of brine-enriched waters from sea ice melt (Dittmar 

2004). The high mobility of Mackenzie-derived OMterr across the Beaufort and into the Canada 

Basin has been explored thoroughly in sedimentary markers (Belicka et al. 2002; Forest et al. 

2007; Connelly et al. 2012; Goni et al. 2013), yet consideration of how this OMterr influences the
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biota of offshore and deep-sea communities in the Arctic Ocean has been inadequate, especially 

given the potential of terrestrially-derived food subsidies for deep-sea consumers elsewhere 

(Dittmar 2004; Hunter et al. 2013). The equivalent lengths of shelf and slope food webs in the 

OMP and IMP regions indicate that the trophic effect of OMterr break-down via the microbial 

pathway appears to be the same regardless of water depth or the differing benthic community 

composition (Nephin et al. 2014) between the eastern Beaufort shelf and slope. These findings 

imply that the microbial communities responsible for processing OMterr at deep locations on the 

Beaufort slope may have a similar function to the benthic microbial fauna of the sub-Arctic 

deep-sea, which are the primary assimilators of refractory organic matter sources prior to being 

consumed by macrofauna (Gontikaki et al. 2011).

In all regions where the food web was characterized by a low trophic level gap (i.e., CB, IMP, 

OMP), larger proportions of biomass were represented by higher trophic levels across shelf or 

slope depth groups in comparison to those on the CP shelf or slope (Fig. 10). These regions with 

high biomass at higher trophic levels were also the regions that received a greater amount of 

terrestrial production. The inferred presence of the microbial loop at the lower trophic levels of 

these food webs leads to the occurrence of macro-consumer biomass at a higher TL than it 

presumably would were microbial processing absent. Apparently, this was the case in the CP 

region, where the greater inputs of marine production caused shorter food webs fueled with 

proportionally more biomass at lower trophic levels. Total epifauna biomass, in contrast, did not 

have a discernable relationship with food web structure. In the shorter food webs of the CP 

region, total epibenthic biomass on the shelf was several times lower than in the longer, more 

OMterr-supported shelf food webs of the eastern regions, while biomass on the CP slope was 

several orders of magnitude higher than on the slope of all other regions. It is possible that the 

biomass estimates in the CP region are not a good match for the trophic structure calculated for 

this region, because they were taken from a different study and a narrow depth range. That study 

does suggest, however, that nutrient-rich water of a Pacific-origin indeed leaves a stronger 

biomass footprint on the upper slope epifauna of the western Beaufort than on the shelf (Ravelo 

et al. in review).

Since marine primary productivity in the terrestrially-influenced Beaufort Sea (30-70 g C m-2 yr 

1) is substantially lower than in other Pacific Arctic seas like the Chukchi (20 to > 400 g C m-2 

yr-1), which are characterized by high benthic biomass (Sakshaug 2004; Dunton et al. 2005),
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there must be additional energy subsidies that support higher trophic level consumers in the 

eastern study regions of the Beaufort Sea. Proportionally higher biomass of taxa at higher trophic 

levels is presumably sustained by substantial proportions of energy processed through microbial 

communities and transferred to these consumers at TL 4 and 5. Well-developed microbial 

communities specifically associated with terrestrial matter in the Beaufort Sea have high 

efficiency of metabolic OMterr turnover even under low temperature conditions (Vallieres et al. 

2008; Garneau et al. 2009; Ortega-Retuerta et al. 2012; Rontani et al. 2014). Thus, although the 

total primary production available to marine consumers in the highly OMterr-influenced eastern 

Beaufort Sea is lower than in the western regions of the Pacific Arctic (Sakshaug 2004), 

microbial activity processing OMterr may enable the efficient use of available food sources.

The results presented here refute the theory that OMterr is unusable or a poor food source for 

marine consumers (e.g., Schell 1983; Thorp and Delong 2002; Berglund et al. 2007). Though 

understanding of the biochemical effects of microbial metabolism on OMterr remains poor, 

zooplankton biomass, fish growth, and total food web efficiency can be positively correlated 

with terrestrially-associated microbial production when temperature is simultaneously increased 

(Lefebure et al. 2013). In view of the significant warming at high latitudes projected to co-occur 

with increases of terrestrial matter inputs to the Arctic Ocean (ACIA 2004; Lantuit et al. 2012; 

Holmes et al. 2013), climate change may provide a suitable environmental setting for heightened 

OMterr-associated microbial productivity in Arctic regions such as the Beaufort Sea. Combined 

with the conclusion in this study that microbial processes may fill a critical trophic gap in 

terrestrially-influence food webs, these results suggest that the microbial metabolism may 

enhance the quality of OMterr (e.g., Decho 1990; Klein Breteler et al. 1999), transforming it into a 

valuable and efficient food source for marine consumers in the eastern Beaufort Sea.
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Conclusion

The interplay of high inputs of terrestrial organic matter (OMterr) into the Beaufort Sea from 

Canada’s Mackenzie River with advected and in situ marine primary production drives variation 

in marine trophic structure across the Beaufort shelf and slope. Stable isotope analyses of surface 

water, particulate organic matter, and pelagic and benthic consumers from locations ranging 

from 20 to 1000 m bottom depth revealed a strong isotopic imprint of OMterr in the eastern 

Beaufort Sea, which decreased moving westward from the Mackenzie River. Concurrent with 

high OMterr influence, shelf and slope food webs in the eastern Beaufort Sea were characterized 

by the inferred presence of strong microbial processing, which increased food web length and 

resulted in a greater proportion of epibenthic macro-consumer biomass at higher trophic levels 

compared to western Beaufort Sea food webs. In view of major differences in quantitative 

primary production available to marine consumers across the Beaufort Sea, this study has 

provided evidence that the energetic value and transfer efficiency of OMterr through marine food 

webs is higher than previously thought.

Terrestrially-derived energetic support for Arctic marine consumers likely has significant 

consequences for marine communities in the face of increased river runoff and coastal erosion 

inputs into the Arctic Ocean (Lantuit et al. 2012; Holmes et al. 2013). An adaptive microbial 

loop that expands its activity and production in response to increased OMterr contributions in the 

Beaufort Sea (as suggested by Ortega-Retuerta et al. 2012) would not only facilitate regeneration 

of dissolved terrestrially-derived nutrients to be utilized in marine primary production (Tank et 

al. 2012), but could also enable an efficient pathway for OMterr to function as a food source for 

marine consumers (Lefebure et al. 2013). Given the dynamic and synergistic effects of climate 

change already being observed in the Arctic (ACIA 2004; Walsh 2008; Wassmann et al. 2011), 

our ability to make informed predictions of the impacts of shifting organic matter sources in the 

Beaufort Sea is critical. High-latitude research specifically considering the association between 

terrestrial matter and the marine microbial loop will be vital in the race to anticipate and mitigate 

the effects of global change on the biological health of Arctic marine food webs.
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Appendix A
Comparison of relative taxa distribution for biomass analysis

Figure A -l. Relative distribution of the number of taxa by trophic level for full tax on set.
Trophic levels were determined based on primary consumer baseline. Histograms are grouped by 
region and depth group (shelf or slope), and labels indicate the number of taxa included in each 
bar section.

Shelf Slope
Figure A-2. Relative distribution of the number of taxa by trophic level including only the subset 
of taxa chosen for relative biomass comparison (see Fig. 10). Trophic levels were determined 
based on primary consumer baseline. Histograms are grouped by region and depth group (shelf 
or slope), and labels indicate the number of taxa included in each bar section.
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Appendix C
2014 IACUC #134765-14 Approval
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